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A bstract
In this thesis, we analyse the structure of the centraliser of an element and of 
the normaliser of a cyclic subgroup in both Sn and
We show that the centraliser in Sn of a permutation can be written as a 
direct product of centralisers of regular permutations and that the centraliser 
of a regular perm utation is a wreath product. In certain cases we prove tha t 
this wreath product splits as a direct product and we analyse the centre of the 
subgroup.
We calculate the centraliser of a general permutation in An and show how 
this is related to the centralisers of regular permutations.
We investigate the normaliser of the cyclic subgroup generated by an element 
of Sn and show how this is related to the centraliser of the permutation. We 
calculate the centre of the normaliser and investigate when the normaliser splits 
as a direct product.
We carry out a similar investigation for normalisers of cyclic subgroups of An 
and investigate the relationship between normalisers in An and Sn-
We give presentations for both centralisers and normalisers.
Vll
N otation
N um ber theory
(m, n) 
lcm(m, n)
highest common factor of m  and n 
least common multiple of m  and n 
The Euler </>-functioii.
G roup T heory
[*>y]
Isl
1, W or 1 g 
1g
S{fl) or Sa 
'S'n
A (n) or Aa
An
Dn
conjugate of x by i.e. g~^xg, where x^g E G
the commutator of x with y, i.e. x~^y~^xy
order of the element g
the identity of the (multiplicative) group G
the normal closure of i î  in G
the action of h on k with h E H^k E K
the image of g under 4>
the identity map of the group G
cyclic group of order n
symmetric group on the set 0
symmetric group of degree n
alternating group on the set Si
alternating group of degree n
dihedral group of order 2 n
Vlll
Zm the ring of integers under addition and multiplication
modulo m
U{'Lrn) or Um the group of units in Zm under multiplication
G = H  [>< K  (9 is an internal semidirect product of K  by H
with K  <1 G
H  ÿX K  external semidirect product of K  by H  with action 4>
G I H  a wreath product of G by H
Coig) centraliser of the element g in G
Cg{H) centraliser of the subgroup H  in G
N g { H)  normaliser of subgroup H  in G
Z[G)  centre of the group G
(æi,æ2, . . . , Xn) subgroup generated by the set { x i^X 2  ^-. - ^Xn}
(hr, K )  the subgroup generated by the union H  K
(ai, U2 , . . .  5 ak) a cycle of length k. We choose this non-standard
notation (with commas) since this is the way GAP 
package represents them.
[ai, «2, • • • 5 A A;] the ordered set. (Again this is non-standard, since we
have used the more usual notation for cycles)
Aut(P) automorphism group of the graph F
(% |E) group presentation with generating set X
and defining relations R
IX
Chapter 1 
Preliminary Discussion and 
Definitions
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce some terminology, notation and some well known 
results from areas of group theory to be used in this work. Other definitions 
and results will be introduced when needed. For these definitions and proofs of 
some theorems see the books on group theory given in the bibliography, especially 
Rose [16, Chapter 9]. We also give a brief introduction to GAP.
The result that the centraliser of a permutation in the symmetric group can be 
considered as a direct product of wreath products has been noted several times, 
see Suzuki [19, Chapter 3, Section 2] and Wells [20]. In this thesis we examine the 
more general problem of analysing the structure of the normaliser of the cyclic 
subgroup generated by such a permutation.
As in the centraliser case, we are able to reduce the problem to looking at 
regular permutations (those which are the disjoint product of cycles of the same
1
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length). The structure tha t we find is more complicated than the straightforward 
wreath products obtained for the centraliser, but it can still be represented as a 
semidirect product.
We are able to show that in certain cases, the groups obtained break up as 
direct products and we are able to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for 
this to happen.
We also consider the corresponding problem for the centraliser and normaliser 
of a perm utation in the subgroup An of even permutations. In this case we can 
also reduce the problem to that of a regular permutation and show how the 
centraliser is either a wreath product or a different semidirect product. The 
structure of the normaliser of a cyclic subgroup in is also analysed. We prove 
an interesting theorem about the action of the automorphism group of a cyclic 
group and using this result we are able to give a classification of the normalisers 
in all the different possible cases.
We analyse the way in which the centralisers and the normalisers in Sn and 
An are connected.
Extensive use of computer experiment was made in the discoveries mentioned 
above. The GAP package (see Section 1.6 and Chapter 6) was used to investigate 
many special cases and then the general theorems were developed from these 
results. In some cases, the computer analysis also gave clues to how the theorems 
could be proved.
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1.2 E lem entary Group Theory
D efin ition  1.2.1 Let x^g be elements of a group G. Then the element g~^xg is 
called the conjugate of æ by g  and is sometimes denoted by x^.
D efin ition  1.2.2 Let g^h be elements of a group G. Then they are called con­
ju gate  if there exists x £ G such that x~^gx ~  h. In this case we say that x 
conjugates g into h.
D efin ition  1.2.3 If H  and K  are groups, then the external d irect product
of H  and /T, denoted by üT x If , is the set of all ordered pairs (A, ^), where h E H
and k  E with the binary operation
(h i ,k i){h2 ^k2 ) = {hih2 ^kik2 )-
D efin ition  1.2.4 A group G is said to be the internal direct product of H  
and K  if G contains subgroups H  and K  such that
(i) <1 G and <1 G,
(ii) AT =  G,
(iii) H C \ K  = { 1 }.
D efin ition  1.2.5 Let AT be a subgroup of a group G, The norm al closure of H  
in G is defined to be the intersection of all normal subgroups of G which contain 
AT, and is denoted by H ^.  Then one can show that
(i) H ^  is the unique smallest normal subgroup of G containing A7,
(ii) =  AA).
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1.3 Sem idirect P roducts
D efin itio n  1.3.1 A group G is an in te rn a l sem id ire c t p ro d u c t of K  by AT,
denoted by H  ix Af, if G contains subgroups K  and AA such that
(i) AA <1 G,
(ii) H K  = G,
(iii) Af n  AA =  {1}.
R e m a rk  1.3.2 We have the following exact sequence
7T1 - 4  AA G G/AA 1s
where i is the inclusion map, tt is the projection onto the quotient and a is a map 
(called a section) from the quotient to the subgroup AA of G satisfying
STT =  I g /K-
The image of 5 in G is the subgroup AA. This exhibits the semidirect product as 
a split extension.
D efin ition  1.3.3 Let AA and AA be groups. We say that H  acts on K  (as a 
group) if, to each h  E H  and k E AA, there corresponds a unique element E AA 
such tha t, for all k ,k i^k 2 G AA and h,h i^h 2 E AA,
(i) (A^ 'i )^ 2 =
(ii) k^ = k  where 1 is the identity of AA,
(iii) (fcifcj)'’ =
T heorem  1.3 .4  Let AA act on K .  Then to each h E H  there corresponds a map 
: K  — )■ AA, defined by c/?/i : k i— > and this is an automorphism of AA. 
Moreover the map, y  : AA — y Aut(AA), defined h y  (p \ h  i— Y , is a homomor­
phism. We call (p the autom orphism  representation of AA corresponding to 
the action, or, more frequently, we simply call p  the action.
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T heorem  1.3.5 Let c/? be a homomorphism of H  into Aut(/iA). Then II  acts on 
K  when we define, for each h E H  and k E AA,
k^ — k{hp)^
and the corresponding action is p.
T heorem  1.3.6 Let H  act on AA, say with action p. Then the set of all ordered 
pairs (h, k) acquires the structure of a group G when we define:
(/ii,fci)(/i2,/C2) =  {hih2 ,ki^^k2 ). (1.1)
This group is called th e  external sem idirect product of AA by AT w ith  
action  p  and denoted by G =  AA <^x AA.
T h e o re m  1.3.7 Let AA act on AA with action p. Let G =  AA^x AA. Let AAi be 
the subset of G given by { (h, 1/ '^) | A 6 AA } and let K\  be the subset of G given 
by {(ljf,A;) | A; E AA}. Then AA ^  AAi <  G, AA ^  AAi < G , G/AAi ^  AAi, G =  AAiAAi 
and AAi n  AAi — { 1}. Moreover the action of AAi on AAi is the restriction to AAi of 
the action by conjugation of G on AAi.
T heorem  1.3.8 If G is a semidirect product of AA by AA, then G = H  K  for 
some p  : AA — Y Aut(AA) which corresponds to conjugation.
Proof:
Define kph = h~^kh. Now h~^kh E AA since AA is normal. Since G =  AAAA each 
g E G has expression g = hk^ where h E AA and k E K; this expression is unique 
because AA D AA =  { 1}. Multiplication in G satisfies:
{hiki){h2k2 ) = h ih 2 {h2 ~^kih2 )k2 — h\h 2 ki^'^k2 -
It is now easy to see tha t the map AA ^x AA — Y G defined by (A, k) i— Y hk  is an 
isomorphism. □
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1.4 Perm utation  Groups
Let n  be a finite set. Let S{D) (sometimes Sa ) denote the set of all 1-1 mappings 
from Si onto itself. Then S{Sl) is a group under the composition of mappings and 
is called the sy m m e tr ic  g ro u p  acting on the set D. When Si = { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  72 }, 
then 5 (0 ) is written as Sn and is called the sy m m etric  g ro u p  of d eg ree  
n , or th e  sy m m e tric  g ro u p  on n  sym bols. The elements of Sn are called 
p e rm u ta tio n s  and any subgroup of Sn is called a p e rm u ta tio n  g roup . We 
can denote a perm utation a  of D by displaying its values:
a  = 1 2 . . .  n
l a  2 a  . . .  na
Thus,
, 1 2 3 4 \  _  /  1 2 3 4a  =  I and (3 =
3 4 1 2 /  \  2 3 1 4
are permutations of { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4} . Their product is
a(3 —
(we compute this product by first applying a  and then j3). Some authors adopt 
the opposite convention, which is more appropriate when the image of j  under (3 
is denoted by j3[j) and not by j/?. We will denote the image of j  under p  a,s j/3 
throughout this work.
By a cycle (ai, (ig,. . . ,  of length m  we mean the perm utation tha t carries 
ai into og, og into a s , . . . ,  üm-i  into a^ , ctm into a%. We put commas in our cycles 
since this corresponds to the notation in the GAP programming language. All 
1-cycles equal the identity permutation, which we denote by (1) or id. Every
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perm utation can be uniquely written into disjoint cycles. For example:
/  1 2 3 4 5 \  ^« =  = (1 ,2 )(3 ,4 ,5 )
y  2 1 4 5 3 y
and
/  1 2 3 4 5 \   ^ ^cr=  I =  (1,2,3)(4)(5) =  (1,2,3).
y  2 3 1 4 5 y
Any two cycles commute if they are disjoint, i.e, if there is no symbol that 
occurs in both. A cycle of length 2 is called a tra n sp o s it io n . Any two permu­
tations a  and P G Sn are conjugate if and only if they have same cycle type; tha t 
is, if and only if the expression of a  and p  as products of disjoint cycles contain 
the same number of cycles of length 772, for each m  such tha t 1 ^  772 ^  72. A 
perm utation o  G S'n is said to be re g u la r  if it is the identity or it has no fixed 
points and is the product of disjoint cycles of the same length.
Throughout this work we will generally refer to permutations by their cycle 
notations. Perm utation groups in general are very im portant in the study of 
group theory. For example, we have the theorem proved by Cayley, 1878:
T h e o re m  1.4.1 (C ay ley) Every group G is isomorphic to a subgroup of S{G). 
In particular, every finite group of order 72 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sn-
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1.5 Perm utation  W reath Products
Let AA be a group acting on the finite set X  with \X\ — k. Let G be another 
group. Let G* be the direct product of k copies of G, i.e. G* = G x G x  .. . x  G {k 
copies). As in Rose [16, Lemma 8.21, page 186], the elements of G* are functions 
from X  into G (written on the left of the elements of X  to which they apply) 
with the binary operation;
( / / ) (« :)  =  /(a :)r(a ;); A r  E G \  a; € X.
Then AA acts on G* (as a group) when, for each h G H  and f  G G*, we define 
G G*, for all æ E AA, by
f i x )  =  f ( x h - ^ ) .
To see tha t the axioms of Definition 1.3.3 are satisfied, see the proof of Lemma 9.18 
in Rose [16, page 219].
Now let p  denote the action of AA on G* ~  G x G x . . .  x G (A copies) defined 
above. Then the corresponding semidirect product AA <^ x G* of G* with AA is said 
to be a  w re a th  p ro d u c t o f G  by  AT, denoted by G I AA. The order of G i AA is 
|G |l^l|i7 |.
Note tha t the elements of G* can be identified with fc-tuples (c/i, (/g,. . .  ,^ t) 
with each gi G G and if AA is a subgroup of the symmetric group Sk then the 
action of h E AA on the elements of G* is given by
{giig2 i ' - ‘ 1 gk) — {gih-^tg2h~ '^>'‘ • ygkk-'^)- (1-2)
E xam ple 1.5.1 Let AA be a perm utation group acting on A  — { 1, 2 , . . . ,  A;}, i.e.
AA ^  Sk^ for some k. Let G be another group. Then the action of h =  (1 ,2,3) E AA
on an element of G x • • • x G (A; copies) is given by
(^ 7i ; 5^ 2) gst • • • 5 gk^ (^3) gx^  5^ 2) • • ' 5 gkP
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Note tha t, if G is also a perm utation group acting on a finite set SI with 
|n | =  m, in order to get the direct product of k copies of G we take k disjoint 
copies of G and H, say G i , . . . ,  Ga: and D i, . . .  ,Slk with G* acting on Sli. Then 
we let Gi X Gg X - X Gk act on Hi U Og U • • • U Ha, in the obvious manner. An 
element of such a wreath product consists of an element of H  and k elements of 
G and we will frequently use the notation
9i ^92^  • • •. 5'fel with h' G H  and g'- E G< (1.3)
to represent this element.
We are interested in the case where H  ^  Sk and G ^  Sm for some k and m.  
In this case
A  =  { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  A} and H =  { 1 , 2 , . . . , m }
and the wreath product can be regarded as a subgroup of Smk- We will regard 
blocks { Sli } ordered sets we let
Six — [1 ,2 , . . . ,  îTi],
fig == [m +  1, m +  2 , . . . ,  2m],
Slk — [{k — l)m  +  1, (A: — l)m  +  2 , . . . ,  Am].
Thinking of it in this way, we get the internal wreath product G I II  m  Smk 
in the following way. We define the perm utation in Smk corresponding to g\ E G{ 
to be the perm utation acting on Sli and denote it by gi. Similarly we use the 
notation h to mean the perm utation in Smk corresponding to h' E H  and we 
define it in the following way. If h' E I I  maps the symbol x into the symbol 
y then the perm utation h E Smk maps the %-th symbol of 0^, into Sly for every 
i with 1 ^  2 ^  m. In this case the perm utation h E Smk will permute the Üi 
among themselves. So h acts on blocks in the same as h' acts on Si.
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In (1.2) when, say â'i/i-i, is moved to gi then since the first copy of G acts on 
Sli we replace it with the corresponding element of G acting on Oi rather than the 
one acting on O i/j-i. By the construction, conjugation by h Ç Smk corresponds 
to action given in (1.2).
E xam ple 1.5.2 Let G =  ((1 ,2 ,3 ,4 )) — C^ and H  =  ((1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ), (1,2)) =  5$. 
Then the wreath product of G by H  is the group acting on 20  symbols. Here
Hi =  [1,2,3,4], ng =  [5,6,7,8],
Hs =  [9,10,11,12], Ü4 -  [13,14,15,16]
Ds =  [17,18,19,20].
The perm utation hi = (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) acting on the Di then corresponds to 
=  (1 ,5 ,9 ,13 ,17)(2,6 ,10,14,18)(3,7,11,15,19)(4,8,12,16,20)  
while the perm utation A g =  (1 , 2 ) corresponds to
/) =  (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8).
We will see later that
G î i î =  {(1, 2,3 ,4 ) ,/3,7 ).
The order of this group is 122880 =  5! • 4^.
We let ai = (4i — 3,4% — 2 , 4i — 1,4%) be the generator for the i-th copy of C4
for 1 ^  z ^  5. Then the element x = [gi-, g2^ g z^ ■>g^^-, g^^) corresponds to
p =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,12,11,10)(13,16,15,14)(17,19)(20,21)
and the element h = (1,2,3) acting on corresponds to
7T =  (1,5,9)(2,6,10)(3,7,11)(4,8,12).
If we conjugate p with TT we get
=  (1 ,4 ,3 ,2)(5,6 ,7 ,8)(9,11)(10,12)(13,16,15,14)(17,19)(20,21).
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This element corresponds to We let
a; =  (gri, 5^ 2^ , 5^ 3^ , 5^ 4^ , ^ 5^) =  (^ l,A2,;&3,A4,A6).
Now we have
X  =  ( U )  ^2; ^3) ^4) Ag) =  5 )  ^3/i“  ^) C / j - i , ^5/j- l  )
=  {t3plA2 ,U,U)
— '} 92-, Qz i^ 9 ^ -,9b^ )
which corresponds to in S 20- In the previous equation, for exam­
ple, when A3 =  9 3  ^ comes to the first place we replace it with the corresponding 
element acting on Hi (i.e. pi^), which corresponds to ai®.
R e m a rk  1.5,3 From the definition of the multiplication in the wreath product, 
( see (1 .1) ), for
Ti =  [h ;pi,p2 , . . . , c j  and T2 = [h'\ g[, , g'P[
we must have
TiTg =  [hh']gij,~^g[,., .,gkh-^g'k]-
R e m a rk  1.5.4 If, for example, lh~^ = 4 when we calculate we must take 
the element corresponding to g^ E G, but acting on the elements of the first block 
rather than the fourth.
We illustrate this with:
E x a m p le  1.5.5 Let G =  ((1 ,2 ,3 )) ^  G3 and AA =  ((1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ), (1,2)) ^  5 '4 . As 
in the previous example we define a f s  and Dfs. Let
ri =  [(l,2 )(3 ,4);ci,zd , 03^ ,04] and rg =  [(1,2,3,4); ci, cg, €3 ,^ zd].
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where (1,2)(3,4) and (1 ,2 ,3 ,4) represent the permutations of blocks and the c /s
are the generators of the copies of C3 . Then we have:
h =  (1,2)(3,4), Qi ~  Cl-) 9 2  — ^d, g^ = C4 ,
h — (1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ), 9 i — Cl, 92 — Cg, 9 3  — ^ 3 , 9  ^— ^d.
Then,
TiTg =  [(1 ,2 )(3 ,4 )(1 ,2 ,3 ,4 );p4p1,PiP255'25'350'3P41
=  [(l,3);ciCi,C2C2,zd 03^,04  ^ id]
=  [(1,3);Ci ^,C2^,C3^,C4^].
We may calculate that the perm utation corresponding to the element
[(1,3);C1^,C2\C3^C4^] 
is (1,9,2,7,3,8)(4,6,5)(10,12,11) which is TiTg.
R e m a rk  1.5.6 One may get an alternative view of a perm utation wreath prod­
uct as a generalisatin of a block-design in the paper by Bailey et ah [2].
R e m a rk  1.5.7 For abstract groups G and H  we define the wreath product cor­
responding to the action of H  on itself by right multiplication. In this case the 
elements of H  take the place of the symbols in X .  Then the wreath product will 
have order |Gp^^|AA|. This is called the re g u la r  w re a th  p ro d u c t.
Throughout this thesis, all wreath products are defined in terms of perm uta­
tion wreath products.
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1.6 The G A P Package
W ith the widespread introduction of computers, computer programs in algebra 
are playing a more im portant role in the study of group theory. In 1936 Todd and 
Coxeter converted a technique, introduced by E.H.Moore (1897) and others into a 
procedure to compute the index of a subgroup in a given finitely presented group. 
This was later implemented on a computer. Since then, many programs have 
appeared. These programs help the algebraist to study more problems in group 
theory. In 1988 the programming language GAP, specially designed to handle 
algebraic problems, appeared. The word GAP stands for “Groups, Algorithms 
and Programming” . It started as a joint project of a group of students in Aachen, 
among whom were Johannes Meier, Werner Nickel, Alice Niemeyer and Martin 
Schonert, in 1985. The system was first presented outside Aachen in 1988 and 
has been developed to Version 3.4 Release 4 by 1997.
It is implemented by having a small kernel written in C which then calls 
routines from modules which can be written by any other user. Because of this 
design and the fact tha t GAP can be run on most major operating systems, work 
done by one user can be exploited and developed by others.
The GAP package includes a set of standard modules. Modules written by 
other users are available freely as sh a re  lib ra rie s  from internet sites such as 
h ttp ://w w w -g ap .d c s .s t-a n d re w s.a c .u k /~ g a p . The GAP operational manual 
can be viewed in HTML form at this site. The GAP Forum is a mailing list for 
the discussion of problems relating to GAP and the archives of this forum are 
also available at the s t-an d rew s site.
We have used GAP for our research and most of the results have been moti­
vated by experiments in GAP.
Chapter 2
Centralisers in Sn
2*1 Introduction
The centraliser of an element g m a. group G, denoted by C'g(5'), is the set of 
elements which commute with g. Thus
Coig) ~  { x  ^  G \ gx — x g }  = { x  e  G \ x~^gx = g} .
It is easy to verify that Coig) is a subgroup of G.
The centraliser of a subgroup JT in G is the set of elements of G which commute 
with each element of and is denoted by C g { H) .  That is
Cg[H) =  { æ G G I x~^hx = h for all h G H  }.
As before, Cg {H) is always a subgroup of G. Note that li H  = {g) then Cg{H) ~
It is known that the centraliser of a perm utation a  in Sn is the direct product 
of centalisers of regular permutations and tha t the centraliser of a regular permu­
tation is a wreath product (see Suzuki [19, Chapter 3, Section 2] and Wells [20]). 
In this chapter we examine the structure of this wreath product and show that it
14
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can be written as a direct product in certain cases. We also examine the struc­
ture of these direct summands. We give some applications of the wreath product 
construction to symmetries of geometric figures and to automorphism groups of 
certain graphs. Some of these applications have been examined in Wells [20], 
Hoffmann [6] and Harary [4, 5]. We also give a presentation for the wreath 
product which arises as the centraliser of a regular permutation.
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2.2 Centralisers o f E lem ents in S
16
n
In a perm utation group Sn any two permutations with the same cycle struc­
ture are conjugate. Conjugating an element in Sn gives a perm utation with the 
same cycle shape. For example to find an element p E S 5 which conjugates 
a =  (1 ,2 ,3 )(4 ,5) into r  = (2,3,5)(1,4) we have the following diagram:
<T =
T  =
(1,2,3) (4,5) 
-11 -il 
(2,3,5) (1,4)
> p =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,4)
(1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,4 ) - ' (1 ,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 )(1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,4 ) =  (2 ,3 ,5 )(1 ,4 ).
<j
If two cycles are of the same length, e.g.: 
cr =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4 ,5 ,6)
r  =  (• • •)(•  • •)
then we can swap them:
(1,4,3,5)(2,6).
<7 =  (1,2,3) (4,5,6)
T =  (4,6,5) (3 ,1 ,2) ^
In particular, if cr =  r  then we can use this method to produce an element in 
the centraliser of cr, i.e. such tha t p“ ^crp =  cr. e.g.
cr =  (1 ,2,3)(4,5,6) 
J)
cr =  (4 ,5 ,6)(3 ,1 ,2)
p =  (1 ,4 ,3 ,6 ,2 ,5).
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cr =  (1,2,3)(4,5,6) (7,8)(9,10) 
(1 -11 
(7 =  (5,6,4)(3,1,2) (8,7)(9,10)
p =  (l,5)(2,6)(3,4)(7,8).
Now assume a = . . .  (a,b, c){d^e, f ){g,  h ^ i ) . . .  G and these are the only 
3-cycles in the representation of cr as a product of disjoint cycles. Assume 
T~^ CTT = cr. Now, what choice do we have in conjugating?
cr =  . . .  ( a , 6 , c ) ( d , e , / ) ( g r , h , z ) . .
Jj- r
o- = . . . ( • •  •)(• # •)(• • •) . .
Since conjugating by r  gives something with the same shape, the image of 
first 3-cycle under r  is a 3-cycle contained in the disjoint decomposition of cr. 
Therefore {ar^br,cr) is one of the (• • • ) ’s. Let’s say it is the first one.
a  =  . . .  ( a , 6 , c ) ( c / , e , / ) ( ^ , h , i ) . . .
■ilr
a  =  6, c)(# # •)(•  # • ) . . .
Note that, we can permute the symbols in any cycle cyclically, e.g. instead 
of (u, 6, c) we can write (6, c, a) or (c, a, 6). When we write the cycles we get new 
elements to conjugate by. We can also write (a, 6, c) under any 3-cycle, tha t is, 
we can permute “blocks” in any way we like, as long as we perm ute them  among 
those which have the same cycle length e.g.
> r  =  (n ,h ,e , c ,p , c / ,6 ,z , / ) .
cr =  . . . ( a , b , c ) ( d ,e , f ) ( g ,h , i ) . . .
■ilr
cr =  . . . ( h , i , g ) ( b , c ,a ) ( d ,e , f ) . . .
We will see later that this gives us the structure of a wreath product. In this
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example we get the wreath product of a cyclic group C3 by the symmetric group
5 3 .
We can reduce the problem of identifying the centraliser to looking at the 
direct product of groups for each cycle length. For example:
Cs,„ ((1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6 )(7 ,8)(9 ,10)) s  ((1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6 ) ) x % ,^ ,  ((7 ,8 )(9 ,10)),
where fis =  { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  } and fi2 =  { 7,8,9,10 }.
We have the following result:
T h e o re m  2.2.1 Let a E Sn- Assume that cr is written as a product of disjoint 
cycles. Let (Tnn be the product of all m,-cycles in cr (provided there is at least 
one mi-cycle). Let fi^^ be the set of symbols on which <j„^ . acts and let r  be 
the number of different cycle lengths in cr. If cr leaves some symbols fixed then 
we may regard the product of 1-cycles in the disjoint cycle representation of cr 
as a regular permutation cr^  acting as the identity on a set fi%. (In this case the 
centraliser of cr^  on this set will be the whole of 5'(fii).) Then
=  C s ( o ^ j ( c r n i J  X X . . .  X G g ( o , „ j ( c r m r ) .
P ro o f: I
Let p E CsnW), 80 that =  cr. We have cr =  cr^i • cr^g •
Since d m i  and d m j  are products of cycles of different length for % ^  then 
Pmi = plfimi maps into fi^i and conjugates dm^ into itself. Similarly, we have 
Pm2 ) Pmz, Pmr wlilcli Conjugate <7,^2 , o'mg, . . dmr into themselves. It is easy 
to see tha t pmi, pm2 -> - ■> pmr commute with each other, since they act on disjoint
sets. This shows that:
C s n { ( ^ )  ^  X C s { Ç l r ^ ^ ) { d m 2 ) X . . .  X C g ( n ^ j ( < 7m J .
Conversely, if we have pi E 5'(fi,nJ with pNdrmpi = cr^ .^ then it is clear that 
the product pi ' p2 • - - - ' Pr conjugates cr into cr. Hence the result follows. □
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E xam ple 2.2.2 Let cr =  (1 ,2)(3,4 ,5)(6,7)(8,9,10,11) 6 Sn-  Then,
^  % ,n ;)((l,2 )(6 ,7 )) X % (% ,((3 ,4 ,5 )) x C s(n .)((8 ,9 ,1 0 ,ll)}  x 5 (n ,)-
where
fit =  {12,13,14}, 
fi2 =  { l ,2 ,6 ,T } ,
fis =  { 3 ,4 ,5  }, and 
fi4 =  {8 ,9 ,10 ,11}.
We have proved that the centraliser of a permutation in a symmetric group 
is a direct product. Each component in this direct product is the centraliser of a 
regular permutation, which we will prove to be a wreath product.
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2.3 Centralisers of Regular Perm utations
We begin this section by examining an example.
E xam ple 2.3.1 Let a = (1 ,2 ,3)(4 ,5 ,6)(7,8 ,9)(10,11,12) G S i 2 - We are trying 
to find r  with T~^ar = a. Then we have the following figure:
(T =  (1,2,3) (4,5,6) (7,8,9) (10,11,12)
41 {1 (1 41
cr =  ( •  •  • )  ( •  •  • )  ( •  •  • )  ( •  •  • )
Notice that, since r  G ^^^^(cr) conjugates a 3-cycle into itself or into another 
3-cycle, then (1,2,3) is one of the (• • • ) ’s. Therefore the bottom  line is a 
rearrangement of blocks. Notice also tha t when writing a 3-cycle, say (1,2,3), 
we can start from 1, 2 or 3, that is to say, we can permute the symbols in a block 
cyclically. We have 4! =  24 permutations of blocks and, for each perm utation 
of blocks we have 3^  ^ =  81 permutations inside the blocks. So the number of 
different r  we can get is 1944, We will show later tha t this gives us the structure 
of a wreath product: in this case
C s  I S 4 =  S 4 ÎK ( G 3 X C s  X C s  X G 3 )
which has order 3  ^ • 4! =  1944. (See Section 1.5.)
T heorem  2.3.2 Let cr be a regular permutation which is a product of k disjoint 
m-cycles. The centraliser of cr in Smk is a wreath product Cm I Sk-
Proof:
We suppose tha t cr is a product of m-cycles where the i-th m-cycle permutes a 
set fij. We take the z-th ??z-cycle as a generator for the z-th cyclic group. Suppose 
r  commutes with cr. Then r  conjugates cr into itself and so maps each set fi* into 
another such set. Thus r  defines a perm utation h on the set { fi* } of blocks. As
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above we choose for the perm utation of Smk corresponding to h, a perm utation 
which permutes blocks. We shall show that r  can be written as
[/Z, Cl 5 C2 5 . . .  5 C^ ]
in the notation of Section 1.5. To find a particular q  we perform the following 
process. We let ci =  (/z“ ^t)1j2.. Then we have i{h - Ci. . .  c&) =  ir  for all i Ç 
{ 1 , . . . ,  m k  } so h • Cl . . .  c/. =  T. As =  fi^r, by definition, it follows that 
= üi.  Hence Ci = (h"^T)|^. is a permutation of fi^. Furthermore as a 
commutes with r  we have [fij]T =  where [fi*]' is a cyclic perm utation of [fi^], 
for some j .  By definition [Üj]h =  [fi^ ] and so [fi*]c^  =  =  [0^]'. It follows
that Ci is a power of the generator of Ci.
Conversely, any perm utation which is an element of Cm I Sk will commute 
with (7 , and so we have a one-one correspondence. □
R e m a rk  2 ,3.3 The above result together with Theorem 2.2.1 gives a description 
of the centraliser of an element in Sn as a direct product of wreath products. This 
result has been noted several times before e.g. Humphreys [7, Chapter 19] for 
the case m  — 2, Suzuki [19, Chapter 3, Section 2], Generalisations of this result 
for semigroups have been attem pted in Lipscomb [13].
We illustrate this theorem with some examples.
E x a m p le  2 .3 .4  Let a  =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5 ,6 ,7 ,8 )(9 ,10,1 1 ,12) G 5 i2 . Then the cen­
traliser of a is isomorphic to C4 I S3 and we assume that the z-th copy of C4 is 
generated by Q for z =  1,2,3. In F12 the generators for the three copies of C4 are 
choosen to be
=  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4), « 2  =  (5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ), 0:3 =  (9,10,11,12).
A perm utation in S3 which swaps fii and ^ 2  corresponds to the element in S 12 '.
(1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8).
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The element (ci,C2^,C3^) viewed as an element of S 12 is written as
(1,2,3,4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,12,11,10).
Let h' = (1,2,3) be the element of S3 which acts on blocks. Then in St 2 this 
element corresponds to h = (1 ,5 ,9)(2,6 , 10)(3, 7 ,11)(4,8 ,12). Then in *S'i2 the 
element
T =  [ / z ' ; c i , C 2 ^ ,C 3 ]^
corresponds to the permutation
(1 ,5 ,9)(2,6 , 10)(3,7 ,11)(4,8 ,12) .(1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5 ,7)(6 ,8)(9 ,12,11,10)
=  (1 ,7 ,10 ,3 ,5 ,12)(2 ,8 ,11 ,4 ,6 ,9 ).
The same element can be found using the diagram as follows: from the block 
perm utation h' =  (1,2,3) we place the second block under the first block, the 
third block under the second block and the first block under the third block. 
The in-block perm utation (ci,C2^,C3^) tells us that the first block is shifted once, 
the second block is shifted twice and the third block is shifted three times. The 
following emerges.
o- =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4) ( 5 , 6 ,  7 , 8 )  (9,10,11,12)
4L 4^  4L
(T =  (7 ,8 ,5 ,6 ) (12,9,10,11) (2, 3 , 4 , 1 )
T =  (1 ,7 ,10,3 ,5 ,12)
(2 ,8 ,11 ,4 ,6 ,9 ).
R e m a rk  2.3.5 A block permutation tells us how these blocks are written under 
each other when calculating r  and c* tells us how many times the z-th block is 
shifted when writing it down. For example, let
cr =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7,8 , 9)(10,11,12).
Let r  be the element of (cr)
T = [(1,3,2); (id), C2 , 03%, {id)]
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where (1,3,2) represents the permutation of blocks and we assume the z-th copy of 
C3 is generated by c^ . The perm utation in 5'i2 which corresponds to h' = (1,3,2) 
is
h =  (l ,7,4)(2,8,5)(3,9,6).
This tells us that the third block is written under the first one, the second block 
is w ritten under the third one and the first block is written under the second one. 
Also the first and the fourth blocks are written as (1,2,3) and (10,11,12) while 
the second and the third blocks are written as (5,6,4) and (9,7,8). So r  is
o- =  (1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9)(10,11,12)
41 } ^ T  =  (l ,9,4)(2,7,5)(3,8,6).
(7 =  (9,7,8)(1,2,3)(5,6,4)(10,11,12)
Calculating the permutation which corresponds to r  in 5^ 12 we get
(1,7 ,4)(2,8 ,5)(3,9,6) - (4,5,6) - (7,9,8) =  (1,9,4)(2,7 ,5)(3,8,6).
where oti is the permutation corresponding to c*. □
Now we give an example illustrating how to find h' G Sk and c/s when r  G 
is given.
E x am p le  2.3.6 Let cr =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7,8 ,9)(10,11,12). Then
T=(l ,4 ,2 ,5 ,3 ,6 ) (7 , l l ) (8 ,12 ) (9 ,10 )
is an element of ^^^^(cr). It is easy to see here that the block transformation is 
(1 ,2)(3,4). To find the c /s  we have
T  =  (l ,4 ,2 ,5 ,3 ,6)(7 ,l l )(8 ,12)(9,10)  
=  (1,4)(2,5)(3,6)(7,10)(8,11)(9,12) (1,2,3) (W) (7,9,8) (10,11,12)
h id CK3^ ^4
=  [(l,2)(3,4);ci,(zd),C3^,C4]
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where (1,2)(3,4) represents block transformation. □
We continue this chapter by finding a generating set for the wreath product which 
arises as the centraliser of a regular permutation.
Let cr be a regular permutation in Smk, say :
a = (1 , 2 , . . . ,  m)(?n -f 1 , zrz +  2 , . . . ,  2 m ) . . .  {{k — l )m  +  1 , . . . ,  km).
Let di be the z-th block for z =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  A:. Then we have k  copies of Cm in Smk, 
namely the subgroups generated by cr/s. We have a copy of Sk in Smk which 
acts on blocks. Since the symmetric group Sk can be generated by the fc-cycle 
(1 , 2 , . . . , ^ )  and the transposition (1 , 2 ), this copy of Sk is generated by the per­
mutations corresponding to the block permutations (fii, ^ 2) and (fii, ^ 2 , . . . ,  fit)- 
To find a generator set for Cs^f, (cr) we take a generator from one copy of Cm and 
we take the generators for Sk- Therefore the following three permutations gener­
ate the centraliser.
a =  (1 , 2 , . . . , m),
(3 =  ( l , 77z 4- l)(2 ,m  -h 2 ) . . .  (m ,2m ),
7  =  ( l , 7?z -f 1 , . . . ,  (A; — 1)777 -f 1) . . .  (m, 2 m, . . .  , km ).
Here a  represents the generator for the first copy of Cm- To obtain a generator 
of another copy of Cm we simply conjugate a  with a suitable block permutation. 
For example in the previous example to obtain (7 ,8 ,9) we conjugate a  = (1,2, 3) 
by /z =  (1 ,7)(2,8)(3,9). That is
/z-^ CK/z =  (7,8,9).
We now look in more detail at the structure of the wreath product.
First note that if A  is an abelian group then in any wreath product A \ B  with 
B  a subgroup of Sk the “diagonal copy” of A in A x • • • x A given by
{ (a, u , . . . ,  a) I a G A}
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is a direct summand of A x • • • x A on which B  acts trivially. In general, however, 
one cannot find another summand on which B  acts. In the case Cm I Sk that 
we have been considering, we can find another summand with an S'jt-action in 
certain cases and then the diagonal copy of Cm will be a direct summand of the 
wreath product. Note that when we consider the wreath product Cm I Sk as the 
centraliser of a regular permutation cr, the diagonal copy of Cm is the subgroup 
generated by a. We have the following theorem.
T heorem  2.3 .7  Let cr be a regular perm utation which is a product of k disjoint 
m-cycles and let C = Cm I Sk = Gg'^^(cr). Let I I  be the normal closure of Sk in 
C. Then
C = Cm X H  with Cm — {d) 
if and only if the highest common factor (m. A;) =  1.
Proof:
Let di be the z-th m-cycle in d so tha t cr =  did 2 . . .  cr^ . Then as above, Sk = {(1,7 ) 
is generated by a /.-cycle and a 2-cycle, and C  =  (c7i,/?,7) (where a = d\ in the 
above notation).
The normal closure H  of Sk is generated by the set
{ X,  ^ I a: G 5'fc }.
We will show that when k and m  are coprime the whole group C  can be generated 
by { / / ,  cr}. For this it is enough to write cr^  in terms of H  and cr. Now if æ G 5a, 
we have
— x~^di'~^xdi =  (<Ji~^)“^ cri =  dj~^di G H
where j  =  \ x~^ . Conjugating by suitable elements of Sk gives all the elements of 
the form d(~^dj G H.  Thus
T =  d k ~ ^ d i d k ~ l ~ ^ d i  . . . d 2 ~ ^ d i d i d 2 . . . d k E  ( H ,  d ) .
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Since the erf s all commute, r  =  Since ai has order m, if k and m are coprime, 
some power of r  is ai and thus di G (H, d) as required.
We define a subgroup T of G as follows:
T  = { x  (Ti“  ^ • • • dk""^  \ X e  Sk, ui 4-------h Ofc =  0 (mod m) }.
We shall show that T  is the normal closure II. To show tha t T  <1 G, let r  =  
X  dC^ ' • • dk '^  ^ be an element of T and it will be enough to show that di~^Td G T.  
So we have
(^r^Tdi = {di~^x)di°-^ • ' '
Since x~^di~^x = dj~^ with j  = lx~^ we have
di~^Tdi = X • • • dk°'  ^ G T.
Therefore T <  G. Since T contains Sk and H  is the normal closure of Sk then we 
have H  ^ T .  It follows that
' • • <7A:“* G H  ui 4- ■ • • 4- Ufc =  0 (mod m).
Conversely let Gi , . . .  , 0 * be such that «i +  • • • 4- «A: =  0 (mod m). Then the
element cti“  ^ • • • <ja;“*= can be written as
• • • (cTfc-1 CTA:"“' ---------- )(JA.“1
Since H  includes all the elements of the form didj~^ it follows that II  includes 
all the elements of the form d{^dj~^ for every i , j .  So the element dC^ - - • dk°'  ^ lies 
in H  and we have H  = T. We have just shown that all the elements of the form
cTi“  ^ • • • (TA:“'' with Gi 4------4- «A: =  0 (mod m)
can be written using {didj~^ } and so we have H  =  {d\d2~^,(3,')).
If H  n  (cr) {1 } then some power of cr lies in H. Since (&, m)  =  1 it
follows tha t d E H.  But for d the number ui 4- • * • 4- «A; = ^  and we must have
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k = 0 (mod m). This is a contradiction since m  and k are coprime. Hence 
H  n  (a) =  { 1}.
Clearly H  is normal in G and so is (cr) and so we have a direct product.
If (fc,m) =  d ^  1, then our argument shows that crT lies in H  and thus 
H  n  (cr) ^  { 1} and so we do not have a direct product. □
R e m a rk  2.3.8 The elements of the form cr^ cr^ "^  generate an abelian subgroup, 
K  (say), of H  and we have shown that
K  =  { cri“‘ . . .  £7^;“'' I ui 4 h «A: =  0 (mod m)  }.
The order of K  is This subgroup is a subgroup of (crj) x ••• x {dk) with
index m. The group H  is generated by (% , K)  and K  is fixed under the operation 
of Sk and so H  is a semidirect product of K  by Sk with order k\ml~^ and thus 
has index m in G.
So (cr) and K  are two subgroups of
( c r i )  X . X { d k )  — C m  X • • • X C m -
If (m, fc) =  1 then the intersection of these groups is trivial and Cm x • • • x Cm
is their direct product. Note that K  is the direct summand mentioned above 
immediately before the statem ent of Theorem 2.3.7.
E x am p le  2.3.9 Let cr E S 15 be the product of three 5-cycles, say
£7 =  (1,2,3,4,5)(6,7,8 ,9 ,10)(11,12,13,14,15).
Let di be the z-th 5-cycle for i — 1,2,3. Let Z = (cr) and
/ ) =  (1,6)(2,7)(3,8)(4,9)(5,10) and 
7 =  (1,6,11)(2,7 ,12)(3,8 ,13)(4,9 ,14)(5,10,15).
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Then
=  % 6  W  =  (o"i,/) ,? ) .
We have a copy of S3 in Csisid) given by (/?,7 ). Now, let H  =  Sk’^ . Then by 
Theorem 2.3.7
H  = (o-i(T2” S^,7> .
Again by Theorem 2.3.7, the elements in H  of the form 0-2“^0-3“^  satisfy
tti T CÎ2 4“ U3 =  0 (mod 5).
Since a =  (7i(72 (^ 3, the only power of a  which lies in H  is id and so
z n H  =  {W }.
To show that {H, Z) = G we calculate:
n  =  (JiC72~ Vi(J3“  ^ • £71(72(73 =  (7i^  G (H, Z)
SO tha t ~  u \  E  (H ,Z ) .  Hence G = {H,Z).  Since both H  and Z  are normal 
subgroups of G we have
(H ,E) = H Z  =  G.
E xam ple 2.3.10 Let a = (1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5 ,6, 7,8 ) G Sg, We use the same notation 
as in the previous example. In this case G = G% (cr) is a group of order 32 and 
H  =  5 *2^ has order 8  and is isomorphic to ((71(72"^,/^). Notice that
(7i(72"Vi(72”  ^ =  d\(J2 — <7^ .
Therefore H  C\ Z  ^  { id } .  In fact H  f) Z  = ((7^). So G is not a direct product of 
H  and Z. □
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2.4 Som e R esults from G eom etry and Graph  
Theory
In this section we present some applications of the wreath product construction 
to symmetries of geometrical figures and to automorphism groups of graphs. A 
good reference for automorphism groups of graphs is Harary [5]. Some results on 
the automorphism groups of graphs have been given in Hoffmann [6], Harary [4] 
and Wells [20].
We examine some simple cases.
Let (7 =  (1,2)(3,4) E S4 . By Theorem 2.3.2 we see that Cs4 (<j) = C2 1S2 with 
order 8 and GAP result tells us that (cr) is not a direct product.
Let r  be the graph of Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: A graph whose automorphism group is G2 I S 2 -
Then Gg^(cr) =  Aut(P). To see this, first we label vertices as in the figure. We 
see tha t Aut(F) acts on vertices. Then we have two copies of G2 , namely ((1,2)) 
and ((3,4)) and a copy of S 2 which swaps two line segments, i.e. ((1 ,3)(2,4)).
When we put these two line segments (of the same length) into separate 
dimensions we get the full symmetry group of a square, see Figure 2.2.
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3»- -*4
Figure 2.2: A figure whose symmetry group is C2 I S 2 -
Note that in this case the symmetry group is C2 I S 2 and is known not
to be a direct product in accordance with Theorem 2.3.7.
Now let cr =  (1,2)(3,4)(5,6) G Sq. By Theorem 2.3.2 G%(cr) =  C2 1 S3 . This 
group is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the graph in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: A graph whose automorphism group is C2 I S3.
Putting these three segments into three dimensions we get the figure in Fig­
ure 2.4. The symmetry group of this is the full symmetry group of the octahedron 
(or by duality, cube) and is the direct product of the rotation group of the octa­
hedron (isomorphic to S 4 ) by the subgroup generated by central Inversion, which 
is, of course just (a).
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1 # 2
3
Figure 2.4: A three dimensional figure whose symmetry group is C2 I S3 ,
We now go one step further and we let a =  (1 ,2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,8) G Ss, Theo­
rem 2.3.2 and GAP results give us the following:
|Csg(o-)| =  384 and is not a direct product.
As before, C2 I S 4 is isomorphic to Aut(P) where P is the graph in Figure 2.5.
1 4 5
- #  # -
6
Figure 2.5: A graph whose automorphism group is C2 I S 4 .
And if we put these 4 line segments into different dimensions we get the group 
of a “16 cell” . (See Coxeter [3, page 31].) Note that we may join the vertices in 
Figure 2.2 to get a square and the vertices in Figure 2.4 to get an octahedron. 
To get the 16-cell from the octahedron, we add two extra vertices which are then 
joined to the existing 6 vertices giving a poly tope with 8 vertices (each with 
degree 6) and 24 edges. A representation of this is given in Figure 2.6.
C E A P T E R 2 32
Figure 2.6: A two dimensional representation of a figure whose symmetry group 
is Cg f ^ 4 .
We now look at some graphs whose automorphism groups are Cm I Sk with 
m > 2. We need to start with a graph whose automorphism group is Cm and 
unfortunately such graphs are rather complicated. For example the smallest 
graph with automorphism group C3 has 9 points and 15 lines, see Harary [5, 
page 170]. However it is easy to find a directed graph with a cyclic automorphism 
group. For example the automorphism group of the directed graph in Figure 2.7 
is isomorphic to
C s,((l,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 )) = (73(52.
Figure 2.7: A directed graph whose automorphism group is C3 I 8 2 -
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Similarly, the automorphism group of the directed graph in Figure 2.8 is 
isomorphic to
Cg,, ((1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5,6 ,7 ,8)(9,10,11,12)) ^  C4  f '^3 .
.3 6 .7 1CI ,  .
J
#------ *---- <^ 4 5*>. . . . . . . . . .  4 '  - 4 8^ 9^ >. . . . . . . . . . . . 4---- é
11
12
Figure 2.8: A directed graph whose automorphism group is C4 I S3.
In general, if cr is a product of k disjoint ?n-cycles one can show tha t the 
centraliser of a  in Smk is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the graph F 
in Figure 2.9. This is easy to see since an automorphism of F can be obtained by 
performing an arbitrary automorphism on each of the k m-gons, and then follow­
ing this by any permutation of the m-gons among themselves. (See Hoffmann [6, 
Chapter VI, Section 4.2] and Wells [20].)
4
3
T
2
1 m -F 1 2mm
i . . .
{k — l)m  -f 1 km
Figure 2.9: A directed graph whose automorphism group is Cm I Sk>
R e m a rk  2.4.1 In Harary [5, Chapter 14], the “corona” of two graphs Gi and 
G2 (denoted by Gi o G2 ) is defined to be the graph obtained by taking one copy
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of G\ (which has pi points) and p\ copies of G2 , and then joining the i-th  point 
of G\ to every point in the ?~th copy of G2 . Again in Harary [5] it is shown that
Aiit(G^i o G2) — Ant((?2) I Aut(G^i)
if and only if Gi or G2 has no isolated points (where G2 is the complement of 
G2). (See also Harary [4].)
As an example, the corona of the complete graphs K 4 and K 2 is shown in 
Figure 2.10. This has automorphism group C2 I S4 which is the same as the 
automorphism group of the graph in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.10: A connected graph whose automorphism group is C2 I S4 .
In general if a  is not a regular permutation, the centraliser of a is isomorphic 
to the automorphism group of a directed graph which is the disjoint union of the 
graphs corresponding to the regular parts of a. (See Wells [20] and Hoffmann [6 , 
Chapter VI, Section 4.2].)
E x a m p le  2.4.2 Let a  =  (1 ,2)(3,4)(5,6 ,7)(8,9 ,10)(11,12,13,14) G S 14 . Then 
Csi^(cr) is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the graph in Figure 2.11.
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11* - ■*14
Figure 2.11; A directed graph whose automorphism group is Csi^{cr).
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2.5 Generators and R elations for the Centraliser
In this section we find a presentation for Cm I Sk. A  presentation for the regular 
wreath product of two groups was given in Johnson [8 , 10]. A m atrix represen­
tation for Cm I Sk and a presentation for C2 I Sk are given in Humphreys [7]. We 
are going to adopt the same notation as Humphreys [7] and we shall extend this 
presentation to Cm I Sk.
Let cr be a regular perm utation in Smk^ say
(7 =  (1 , 2 , . . . ,  7n){m  4 - 1 , m H- 2 , . . . ,  2 m ) . . .  ((A: — l)m  +  1 , . . . ,  km).
We let 1 ^  i ^  k — 1 , he the permutations which swap blocks i and z -f 1 . As 
permutations in Smk y these correspond to:
j3i =  (1 , m 4 - 1 )(2 , m -f 2 ) . . .  (m, 2m),
^2 =  (m 4 -1 ,2m 4- l ) (m 4- 2 ,2m +  2) . . .  (2m, 3m),
pk-i  = ((^ — 2 )m 4 - 1 , (A: — l )m  4 -1)) . . .  (A;m — m, km).
Since /3/s act on blocks and Sk can be generated by (1 ,2 ), (2, 3 ) , . . . ,  (Ac — 1 , k) 
it is easy to see that (/3i,/?2, . . .  ,/^fc-i) is isomorphic to Sk which acts on blocks. 
Let (3k be the last block, that is
(3k — {{k — l)?Ti 4 - 1 , ,  km)
which generates the A;-th copy of Cm. As we explained in Section 2.3, to generate 
Cm I Sk we need a generator for one copy of Cm and the group Sk. Therefore 
(/? !,... ,(3k) is isomorphic to Cml Sk.
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T h e o re m  2.5.1 Cm I Sk has the following presentation:
Cm I Sk ( 5 ^2 ; • • • 5 ^k 1
6 ." = 1 for 1 ^  i ^  A: — 1 , (2 .1 )
{bibi+if = 1 for 1 ^  i ^  Ai — 2, (2 .2 )
1 for 1 ^  2, j  ^  A; — 1, |i — j\  > 1, (2.3)
= (2.4)
1 for 1 ^  2 ^  — 2 , (2.5)
1 )• (2.6)
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Proof:
Let G be the abstract group with generators 61, . . .  , 6a: satisfying the above re­
lations (2.1)-(2.6). We can define a map from G to Cm \ Sk by mapping these 
abstract generators to the permutations /3i,. . .  ,/5a; defined above.
It is easy to verify that the relators are mapped to the identity and so this 
is a homomorphism from G to Cm I Sk- Since generators for Cm I Sk are in the 
image, this map is clearly onto. To complete the proof we show that there are 
at most klm^ elements in G and since this is the order of Gm I Sk the map will 
therefore be one-one. To demonstrate this we show that every element of G can 
be written in a standard form.
Now we define the following:
Ck — bk-)
Cfc—1 — * S
Ck~2  =  C k - l
C2 =  ,
Cl -  .
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Notice tha t Cfc has order m  and since the other c /s  are conjugates of Ck they also 
have order m. Note that c* maps on to the generator of the 2-th  copy of Cm in 
Cm I Sk- Now we are going to show that c /s  commute. Notice that
. . . bk—ibkbk—X • • •
We have
1 — ^k^k—l — ^k—l^k—l^k^k—1 ~  ^k—l '^k—l- (2.7)
We have
biCi = bibibi+i. . .  . . .  bi+ibi = for 1 ^  2 ^  A; — 1. (2.8)
Similarly
Cibi = biCi^i, for 1 ^  2 ^  A; — 1. (2.9)
Let 1 ^  2 ^  A; — 1. Then
Ck i^ — bkbibi i^-i . . . bk " ■ ■
=  bibi+i. . .  bk-2 {bkbk-ibkbk-i)bk- 2  • • • k.+ihi by (2.5)
=  bibi+i. . .  bk-2 {bk-ibkbk-ibk)bk- 2  ■ ■ • 6^+16, by (2 .6 )
— • • • bk—2 bk—ibkbk—\bk—2 • • • i^-\-i i^^k by (2 .5 )
— CiCk-
Therefore
CkCi = CiCky for 1 ^  2 ^  A: — 1. (2.10)
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Therefore
—  b i b j b j ^ \  . . .  bj^ . • .  b j ^ ^ b j
— by (2.3)
4" 1 ' ■ ‘ —2 (^*—i b i b i —l ) ^ î - ) - l  • • • by (2.2)
—  ’ ■ ' ^k ' • • b i^ \ ( J ) i—\ b i b i —i ) b i —2 * • .  b j by (2.3)
. • • bj^ . . .  b i^ \ (^ b ib i—x b i ) b i^ 2  ‘ ‘ " b j by (2.2)
— ' " * ^k • • • 1 ^ î “ 2 • ' • b j b i by (2.3)
—  Cj b i .
biCj =  C jb i ,  for 1 ^  j  <  z ^  A; —  1•
z +  1 < j  ^  k  — 1.  Then
b iC j  —  b i b j b j ^ i . . .  b } f . . .  b j ^ \ b j
—  4" 1 * ’ ■ ^k * • * b j  -}-1 b j  bi by (2.3)
(2 .11)
— Cjbi.
Therefore
biCj =  Cjbi, for 1 < 2  +  1 < j  ^  k ~  I. (2 .12)
So the formulas we have found so far will allow us to replace biCj (respectively 
Cjbi) with biiCji (respectively Cjibii) for some i ' , f  with 1 <  z ' , /  <  k.
Now let 1 ^  j  < i ^  k. Now we prove:
CiCj — . . .  6/j. . .  bi^ibi ’ Cj
=  Cjbibi+i .. . b k . .. bi+ibi by (2 .1 1 ) or (2 .1 0 ) if z =  A:
—  Cj Ci .
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Now, we are going to prove tha t every word w in 61, . . . ,  6/. can be written as
w = a ■  (2.13)
where cr is a word in 61 , . . . ,  bk-i- We define l{w) to be the sum of the number of 
6/ s  in cr and the number of Cj"‘’s. For example, when A: =  4, l{w) =  11 for the 
following word
W  =  6 2 6 3 6 2 6 1 626362C 1^ C 2^C3^C4 .
Now it is clear when l{w) = 1 then w is in the form (2.13). Now let each word 
w with l{w) = N  he in the form (2.13). Let wi be a word with l{w) =  iV +  1 . It 
is clear that
Wi = bi ' w
where
If z 7  ^ A: then we let
w — cr ’ ........
<Ji = bi ' a
so that w is still in the form (2.13). But if z =  A: then when moving 6  ^ =  c* to the 
right we use (2.5) until we get bkbk-i. Then we replace it by bk~iCk~i, using (2.7), 
to get Cfe_i in the middle. Then we deal with Ck~i. Using the other equations we 
get Cj (for some j )  at the right end. Since it commutes with other c /s  we get
where d is a word in 61, . . . ,  bk~i as required.
It is a standard result that the group generated by { 61, . . .  ,bk-i } with the 
relations (2.1)-(2.3) is isomorphic to Sk (see Johnson [11, pages 61-64]). Every 
Ci has order m  and so there are at most A;! • words of this form.
This completes the proof of the theorem. □
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R e m a rk  2.5.2 When m  — 2  one can write the above relations more economi­
cally. In this case we get the relations below:
bi^ = b2  ^ = "  - = bk  ^ = 1 ',
(bibi^i)^ = I for 1 ^  z ^  A: — 2;
{bk - ihY  =  1;
{bibjY = 1 for 1 ^  z ,j ^  A: — 1 , |z — j |  > 1 ; and 
{bibkY =  1 for 1 ^  z ^  A: — 2.
These are the relations given in Humphreys [7, page 172].
E x a m p le  2.5.3 Let a = (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7 ,8 , 9)(10,11,12) € 5 'i2- Then the cen­
traliser of <T in 5i2 has the following presentation.
(cr) =  ( 61, 62, 63,64  I
61  ^ =  62  ^ =  63  ^ =  1 ,
(6162)  ^ =  (6263)  ^ =  1 ,
[6 1 . 6 3 ] =  1 ,
64  ^ =  1 ,
[6 1 . 6 4 ] =  [6 2 , 6 4 ] =  1 ,
[64, 6 / 1  =  1 ).
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2,6 The Centre o f C s ^ i ^ )
First of all, we find the centre of Cs^^{cr) = Cm I Sk for a regular perm utation a. 
Then we generalise our result to a general cr. It is a standard result tha t if G is 
an abelian group and II  ^  Sk is a transitive group then the centre of G II I  is the 
diagonal copy {{g,g^  ^ , g) \ g E G}.  In our case this group is just (cr). Now we
prove it using our notation.
T heorem  2.6.1 Let cr be a regular permutation in Smk which is a product of k
disjoint m-cycles with m >  1. Let G = Then we have:
=  (4 -
Proof:
Let cr be the permutation:
cr =  (1 , 2 , . . . ,  m)(7TZ +  l ,m  +  2 , . . . ,  2 m ) . . .  ((fc — l )m +  1 , . . . ,  km).
First we show that (cr) Ç Z{G). Let t € G so that r “ V r  =  cr. Now we have:
Tcr'" =  t {t ~^ (Tt )  ^ — r ( r “ ^cr^r) =  cr^r (cr) Ç Z{G).
Now we show that an element in the centre of G must be a power of cr. From 
Section 2.3 we know that G is generated by {a , /3 ,7}  where
cr — (1,2, . . . , 772 ),
/? =  ( l , m  +  1)(2,772 +  2 ) . . .  (m, 2m),
7  =  ( l , 772 +  1 , . . . ,  (A: — 1)772 +  1)) . . .  (772, 2 m , . . . ,  km).
Now, % G Z{G) if and only if z~^az — a, z~^j3z — /? and z"^7 z =  7 . From
z~^az  =  a  we must have Iz  =  7" 1 for some r with 0 ^  r  ^  772 — 1. For this
value of Iz  we are going to show that ^ =  cr'’. We have the following picture 
(where [r +  1 stands for “(r +  i) mod m ”):
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a  =  ( 1, 2, 3,
q; =  ( r  +  1, [r +  2], [?' +  3],
,m  )
i
, [r +  m] )
From the picture above we have
iz = {r P i) (mod m), for 1 ^  z ^  m.
In order to show that 0  — cr'’ we need to show
(zm +  l)z  =  (zm +  1 ) +  r, for 0 ^  z ^  (A: — 1 ). 
Now, from z~^ j z  =  7  we have the following picture:
7  =  ( 1 , m +  1 , 2 m +  1 ,
4" 'I' 4'
7  =  ( r  +  l, m +  r  +  1 , 2m +  r +  1 , 
which gives us that z =  cr'’.
, (A: — l)m  T 1 ) • • •
, {k — 1)772 +  7’ +  1 ) . . .
□
R em ark 2.6.2 In general the centre of the centraliser of an element cr will be 
larger tha t (cr). The easiest example is to take cr =  id in any group G. Then the 
whole of G is the centraliser but Z(G)  may be much larger then { id } .
R em ark 2.6.3 In the proof of the above result, we only needed the fact that 
(7 ) acted transitively on the blocks. Consequently the result
%(Cm ; ^ )  =  (o->
holds for any subgroup H  of Sk which acts transitively. In particular, this result 
holds if H  is the alternating group Ak, the cyclic subgroup of Sk generated by a 
A;-cycle or the dihedral group Dk-
However, note that in general, if i ï  7^  the centraliser of cr in H  is not the 
wreath product Cm I H.
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Now we illustrate this result by the following example.
E x am p le  2.6 .4  Let u =  (1,2, 3 ,4 ,5)(6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10)(11,12,13,14,15) G 5 i5, and 
let z G E (CsTis ((%)). A set of generators for Cg^ g (u) is the following:
{ CK =  (1,2,3,4,5), =  (1,6)(2,7)(3,8)(4,9)(5,10),
7  =  (1 ,6 ,11)(2,7 ,12)(3,8 ,13)(4,9 , 14)(5,10,15) }.
From z~^az  =  a  we must have Iz  G { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 } . Let’s suppose 1% =  4, 
then we will show that z =  cr^ . We have the following picture:
(1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5)
a =  (4 ,5 ,1 ,2 ,3)
> = P  Iz  = 4,2z = 5 ,3z =  1,4z =  2 ,5z =  3.
Now, from z” 7^ Z =  7  we get the following picture, where we replace the val­
ues we obtained from the previous picture. We see that there is only one way to 
fill the bottom row.
7 =  (1,6,11) (2,7,12) (3,8,13) (4,9,14) (5,10,15) 1
4. 4. 4. i  4. >
7 =  (4,9,14) (5,10,15) (1,6,11) (2,7,12) (3,8,13)
Since we have all the symbols in the previous picture we must have
z =  (1,4 ,2,5,3)(6,9 ,7,10,8)(11,14,12,15,13) =  O
Now, we generalise our result to an arbitrary perm utation a.
T h e o re m  2.6.5 Let cr G 5"^ . be a product of the regular permutations as in 
Theorem 2 .2 .1 . Then
^ ( C g , . ( c r ) )  =  X  E ( R ( n i ) ) .
P ro o f:
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The centre of a direct product is the direct product of centres and so the result
follows from Theorem 2.2.1. □
R e m a rk  2 .6 , 6  The centre of 5 '(ni) is non-trivial if and only if l^il =  2. It
follows that:
C o ro lla ry  2 .6.7 If m /s  are pairwise coprime and the number of points a  leaves 
fixed is not 2 then we have:
Z{CsA<r)) =  {a). □
E x a m p le  2 .6 . 8  Let cj =  (1 , 2 , 3)(4,5)(6,7 ,8 )(9 ,10 ,1 1 ,12) G Su-  Then:
Z ( C s M )  =  ((4 ,5 ),(1 ,2 ,3 )(6 ,7 ,8 ),(9 ,10 ,11 ,12))
=  Cz X Cg X C4 .
In this case (cr) has index 2  in this group.
E x a m p le  2.6.9 Let cr — (1 ,2)(3,4 ,5 ,6 , 7)(8,9,10,11,12) G 5 'i4 . Then:
= ( ( 1 , 2 ), (3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 )(8 ,9,10,11,12), (13,14))
=  Cz X Cs X Sz
=  (<j) X S 2 - (since 2 and 5 are coprime).
E x a m p le  2 .6 . 1 0  Let
cr =  (1 ,2 )(3 ,4 ,5 )(6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10)(11 ,12,13,14,15,16,17) G then we have:
'yCn / if n — 17,18, 20, 2 1 ,...
(cr) X 5'z, if n =  19.
Chapter 3 
Normaliser s of Cyclic Subgroups 
in Sn
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we examine the structure of the normaliser in Sn of a cyclic 
subgroup generated (say) by cr G Sn- We first investigate the regular case and 
show that it can be written as a semidirect product of the centraliser of a  by 
another subgroup which is isomorphic to Aut(Cm). In the general case we show 
that the normaliser of (<j) is a normal subgroup of the direct product of the 
normalisers of subgroups generated by the regular parts. We find the index and 
the condition for these two groups to be isomorphic. We show that the normaliser 
is a direct product in some cases and we give a presentation of the normaliser in 
the regular case.
The normaliser of a subgroup H  in G, denoted by Ng{H),  is defined as: 
% ( H )  =  {a: G G I =  H } .
Note that N g {H) always contains H,  and is a subgroup of G. We have the
46
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following standard proposition.
P roposition  3.1.1 Let H  be a subgroup of the group G. Then C g ( H )  is a 
normal subgroup of N g { H )  and N g [ H ) I C g { H )  is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
A ut(H ).
Proof:
For each x in A^g(H), define a map : H  -> H  by =  x~^hx. The map 
is clearly a homomorphism and has inverse and is thus an automorphism.
The map x \— V -dx is a homomorphism since
h'ûx'dy =  [x~^hx)'dy =  y~^x~^hxy = {xy)~^h{xy) = h-dxy
The kernel of this map is easily seen to be C g {H ) ,  and so the result follows 
by the First Isomorphism Theorem. □
Let (J be an element of Sn- We first write cr as a product of disjoint cycles 
and we define cr^i/s and 0„^4s as in Theorem 2.2.1.
P roposition  3.1.2 Let a E Sn- Then
Nsn ((^)) =  { 6  G 5n I 6 “ V h  =  cr* for some t with {t, |cr|) =  1 ,1  ^   ^ < |cr| }.
Proof:
If 6  G Ns^ ((<%)), we have
h~^{a)h =  (h~^ah)
and this is isomorphic to (cr) if and only if h~^ah =  cr* with cr* a generator of the 
cyclic group (cr). This happens if and only if t and the order of cr are coprime. 
Hence
^Sn ((cr)) — { h  e  Sn \ h~'^ah =  cr*, (A |cr|) =  1 ,1  ^  t <  |cr| } . □
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E x a m p le  3.1.3 Let a =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5)(6,7)(8,9,10,11) G Su.
|cr| =  lcm (2,3,4) =  12. So,
Nsn  ((cr)) =  { 6  G Sii I h~^ah = a^,t — 1,5,7 or 11}.
We will see later that ((cr)) is a group of order 384.
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3.2 N orm alisers of Subgroups G enerated by R eg­
ular Perm utations in Sn
As before, we first investigate the case of a regular permutation. Let a be a 
product of k  disjoint 777-cycles, say
<j =  (1 ,2 ,. . .  , 777)(777, 4-1,777 +  2 , . . . ,  2777) . . .  ((/c — 1)777 ~f 1 , . . . ,  km).
Now by the previous proposition
((cr)) =  { h G Smk I h~^ah =  cr* with { t , m )  =  1}.
Notice tha t the elements for which t =  1 lie in the centraliser of a  in Smk-
E x a m p le  3.2.1 Let a — (1 ,2 ,3 ,4)(5 ,6,7,8) G Sg. Then m — 4 so that t — 1 or 
t = 3. Therefore
Ngg ((cr)) =  { h G Sg I h~^ah — a  or h~^ah =  cr^  }
=  Cgg(cr) U { /7 G Sg I h~^ah =  cr^  } (disjoint union).
Now the order of C% (cr) and the order of { 6 G Sg | h~^crh =  cr^  } are 2!4  ^ =  32 
and order of the normaliser is 64.
In general, if cr is a product of k  disjoint 777-cycles and ^ (777) is the number of 
positive integers coprime to m  and less than m  then we will prove that
|^5^mfc((^))| =  <^(m) • A:! ■ 777^
Note tha t k\ • m^  is the size of Cg^^(cr) which is Cm I Sk- So our result will 
show tha t Cg^^(cr) is a normal subgroup of Ns^^{{a))  with index ^ (777).
We now examine the structure of the group ((c)) in more detail.
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Let <7 be a product of k disjoint m-cycles. Then every element of Cs^k{cr) can 
be uniquely written as
[h*; C l , , Ck] where c, G Cm and h' G Sk- 
The multiplication is defined, for f  G Ci,di G Cm-> as follows:
[6 5 Cl, . . . ,  c^ ] ' \ f  d \ , . . , ,  — \h f  , Ciy-i • d i , , . . ,  c^y_i • d/-]. (3.1)
L em m a 3.2.2 There is an action of Aut(Cm) on Cs^j,{o') when we define:
[h'] Cl,. . . ,  CkY = W', c id ,. . . ,  CkO]; (3.2)
for h' G SkiCi G Cmi^ G Aut(Cm).
P ro o f:
Let h ' , f  G Sk‘, Ci,di G Cm and 0 ,a  E Aut(Cm). We are going to show that the 
conditions of Definition 1.3.3 are satisfied.
i) [h']Ci,... ,Ckf =[h';ci9,... ,ck9]°^
= [N] Ci9a,. . . ,  Ck9a]
= . ,Cfc]^ “ ;
ii) [h ';c i , . .. ,c j^  =  [6 ';Ci,. . . , cJ;
iii) [h';ci,. -. ,Ck] • [ f ; d i , . . . , d t ]  =  [6 7 ';c i/- i • d i , . . . ,  c^y-i ‘ d k f
= [h'f;  Cif-i9 • d i^ ,. . . ,  Ckf-i9 • dk9]
= [h'; ci9, . . . ,  Ck9] [ f  ; di6>,. . . ,  d^d]
=  [/z';ci,...,Cfc]^ • [ / ' ; d i , . . .,dfc]^. □
R e m a rk  3.2.3 The automorphism group of Cm is the group Um of units in 
and consists of all elements of Zm coprime to m. Its order is the Euler function 
It is cyclic if and only if m  is 2,4,p^,2p^ for p an odd prime and k any 
integer.
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P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .4  Let a E Sn (not necessarily regular) with |cr| =  m and let 
h E. N5„((<j)) conjugate a into cr’’ with (r, m) — 1. Let r  represent the inverse 
of r  in U{Zm), the group of units in Z„x, in other words r f  = I (mod m). Then 
h~^ conjugates a into cr'’.
P ro o f:
h~^crh — cr^  hP'h~^ — <j
{ha'^hr^Y — cr'’ 
hcrh~^ =  cr'’. □
T h e o re m  3.2.5 Let cr be a product of k disjoint 7n-cycles, say
cr =  (1, 2, . . . , 777) (777 +  1, 777 +  2, . , . , 2777) . . .  ((A) — 1)777 +  1, . . . , km).
Let (j) denote the action of Aut(Cm) on Cg^^(cr) defined above. Then Ng^,. ((c)) 
is the semidirect product Aut(Cm) ÿX Cg^^(cr).
P ro o f:
Let C = Cs,^k{^) and N  =  Ng^^((c))- We now define a subgroup of N  which 
we will show is isomorphic to Aut(Cm). Let E be the set of symbols w ritten  first 
in each of the above disjoint 777-cycles, i.e.
E = { 1 -1 -  777z | 0 ^ 7 ^ A ; ~ 1 }
For each t E Zm which is coprime to m,  we choose an element ht E Ng^^ ((cr)) in 
the following way. We choose ht to fix the symbols in E. We then choose ht so 
that it conjugates cr into cr*. Since it then maps each 777-cycle r  to r*, it is defined 
on each element of r  and hence on the whole of the set of symbols. Since cr and cr* 
have the same cycle shape and E  contains a symbol from each block it is always 
possible to choose ht with the required properties. (See example below.)
We show that {h t  | f a  unit in Zm}  is a subgroup of N5^^((cj)) which is 
isomorphic to the group Um- We need only show that the map t 1— y ht from
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Um to Ns^k ((<7")) is a homomorphism since it is clearly one-one onto its image. 
To show this let 7 , 7  G Um- First of all, let x be a symbol in the first m-cycle. 
The proof for other cycles can be done similarly. We notice tha t the symbol x is 
mapped to
1 -f (æ “  1)7 (mod m)
under ht  ^ (except that the number 0 is replaced by m). So that under the
symbol x is mapped to
1 d“ (l -f (ai — 1)7 — 1 ) 7  =  1 T (ai — 1 )7 7  (mod ?tt.).
Therefore
— htit2 ')
and we have a homomorphism. From now on we call this set E ^, so
Um = { h t \  ( t ,m) -  I } .
Next we show that Um H C =  In- Let u G Um- Since u fixes E  and the only 
element of C which fixes E  is [id), it follows that Um fl C = { id } .
Next we show that UmC =  N. Let 7/ G N, so that = cr* for some t with
(7 m) = 1. We will show that 7/ can be written as a product of elements from Um 
and C. Let ht  G Um with ht~^crht =  cr*. ( i.e. Ih t  — 1, (m ■+■ l ) h t  =  m  P 1 , . . . ) .  
Now, let ct = ht~^iy. Then
Ct~^act =  u~^utcrut~^i' =  7/"^cr*7/ =  cr** =  <7,
so Ct E C  and 1/ — htCt E UmC. This completes this proof that UmC = N.
Finally, in order to show that the action corresponds to (j), we show that the 
conjugating an element of C by an element of Um in N  corresponds to (j) (see 
Theorem 1.3.8). Let c G C, then c can be represented as
[F; Cl,. . . ,  Ct] where h' G Sk and Q G Cm-
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Let (f) G Aut(Cm) represent the automorphism c i-> c* with [ t , m )  — 1 and 
c G Cm- Let u  G Um he the element ht  defined above, so tha t u'~^cru — cr*. 
Let h , a i , . . .  be the permutations in Smk which correspond to h% ci,. . .  ,c& 
respectively (as explained in Section 1.5). Then in N  we have:
u~^cu  — u ~ ^ h u  • u ~ ^ a i u  • . . .  • u~^akU.
We know that if u~^au =  cr* then u~^(X{U =  a,-* and so Ci4> =  c /. Now, all we 
need to show is u ~ ^ h u  =  h  or, equivalently, h ~ ^ u h  — u.  In order to do so we need 
to show that h ~ ^ u h  conjugates cr into cr* and that h ~ ^ u h  fixes F.  Note tha t, if a 
is one of the symbols in F  then so is ah~^  =  6, and that u fixes F . Now
{h~^uh)~^(r{J i~^uh) =  h ~ ^ u ~ ^ h ( ih ~ ^ u h  
— h~ ^u ~^( juh  
=  =  (h-^(7h)*
=  cr*.
Also
a{h ~ ^u h )  ~  h{uh) — bh =  a.
So, h ~ ^ u h  ~  u  or u ~ ^ h u  = h.  Hence the result:
N =  Um C = Aut(Cm) P< Cs^^{cr). □
E x a m p le  3.2 .6  Suppose cr =  (1, 2, 3 ,4 ,5)(6, 7 ,8 ,9,10) G Sio, so that m =  
5,/c =  2. Then units in Z 5 are { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 }  and we define (say) 63  by the dia­
gram below.
cr =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) (6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10) 
:  ;  
cr3 =  (1 ,4 ,2 ,5 ,3 ) (6 ,9 ,7 ,10,8)
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so tha t
9 10
7 10
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3.3 G enerators and R elations for the N orm aliser
In this section we find a presentation for the normaliser of (cr) in Smk when cr is a 
regular perm utation which is a product of k disjoint m-cycles. By Theorem 3.2.5 
N  = Ns^i^{{cr)) is a semidirect product of C =  (cr) by Um where Um is 
the automorphism group of the cyclic group Cm- The structure of the abelian 
group Um depends on number theoretic properties of m. For instance, if m has 
a primitive root (as outlined in Remark 3.2.3), then Um is cyclic. In this case N  
is a semidirect product of the centraliser C by a cyclic group and we will give 
the presentation for such a semidirect product. A presentation for semidirect 
products is given in Johnson [II, Chapter 10]. In a presentation of a semidirect 
product one has to specify the action of one group on the other together with the 
presentations of both groups.
Assume that Um is cyclic, say generated by the primitive root r. We adopt 
the notation used above for the presentation of the centraliser. Assume the cen­
traliser is generated by { 6 i , . . . ,  6  ^} with the relations given in Theorem 2.5.1. 
The element r  corresponds to the element hr introduced in the proof of Theo­
rem 3.2.5 which conjugates a into cr^ . This element acts trivially on the subgroup 
(6 i , . . .  which is isomorphic to Sk- We introduce a new generator u which
will map to this element hr and which thus satisfies the relations
=  1 and [bi, u] = 1 for 1 ^  i <  A: — 1 .
Since hr conjugates a into cr^ , the action on bk is given by
6 /  =  6,F
Following Johnson [11] we deduce the following.
P ro p o s itio n  3,3.1 The group ((^)) the following presentation when
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Um is cyclic and generated by the primitive root r.
=
(6i6.+i)" =
[ b i , b j ]  =
6 r  =
[bi,bk] =
[bk,bk^ >^ ~^ ] =
_
[ b i , u ]  =  
b k '^ b k -'-  = ) ■
for 1 ^  i ^  fc -  1 , (3.3)
for 1 ^  z ^  fc — 2, (3.4)
for I ^ i , j  -  1 , |z -  j\ > 1 , (3 .5 )
(3.6)
for 1 ^  z ^  A; — 2 , (3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11) 
□
for 1 ^  z ^  A; — 1 ,
E x a m p le  3.3.2 Let cr be 4 disjoint 5-cycles in S'20. Then E5 =  { 1,2, 3,4 } which 
is generated by 2 or 3. Then A%o ((cr)) has the following presentation.
A % o  ( ( c r ) )  =  (  6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 , 6 4 ,  u  I
_  62" =  63" =  1 ,
(6162)  ^ =  (6263)  ^ =  1,
[6 1 .6 3 ]  =  1 ,
64'  =  1 ,
[6 1 .6 4 ]  =  [6 2 ,6 4 ]  — 1 ,
[64,64^®] =  1 ,
[61, w] =  [62, u] =  [63, tz] =  1 ,
64^64-^ =  1 >. O
When Um is not cyclic, it is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups. For 
instance the group of units in Zg is
Eg =  { 1 ,3 ,5 ,7 }  ^  G2 X G2 =  (3) X (5).
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Now assume that
Um — (^i) ^ X (r^) — Gjij X * • * X Cnt
where rii is the order of in Um- Let Ui be a new generator which represents r{ 
(and corresponds to 6 ,..). The cyclic group Cm has the presentation
(ui I =  1).
The direct product Cm x — • x Cm is generated by { rzi,. . . ,  u*} and has the 
following relations (see Johnson [11, page 45]):
= 1 , for 1 ^  z ^  A (3 .1 2 )
[ui,Uj] = 1, for 1 <  z < j  ^  L (3.13)
Since hr- conjugates or into cr'"', the action of tz/s on 6/ s  is given by the following 
relations:
\bi,Uj] =  1 , for 1 ^  z ^  A: — 1 , 1 <  j  ^  t, (3.14)
= 1 ,  for 1 <  z ^  L (3.15)
It follows from Johnson [11] that Ns^^{{cr)) is generated by the set
{ 6% ,..., bk, zzi, . . . ,  tz^  )■
with the relations listed in Theorem 2.5.1 and the relations (3.12)-(3.15). 
E x am p le  3 .3.3 Let cr be three disjoint 8-cycles in 5 2 4 . Then
Eg =  { l ,3 ,5 ,7 }  =  (3 )x (5 ) .
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Then (((%)) has the following presentation.
61, 62, 63, 1^ 1 ,^ 2
6 i"^  =  62"^ =  1 ,
(6162)  ^ =  1 ,
[6 1 ,6 3 ]  =  1
[ h M ' n  =  1,
U\ — V,2  ^ — 1,
[1^ 1, 1^ 2] =  1,
[61, u i ]  =  [ 6 2 ,^ 1 ]  =  [61,1/2] =  [62,1^2] =  1 
—5  —  1 \
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3.4 G eneral Case
Let cr be an element of Sn- Now we prove tha t N  — ((o")) is a semidirect
product of its centraliser by a subgroup of N  which is isomorphic to U\cr\.
T heorem  3.4.1 Let <j be an element of 5„ with order d. Then the normaliser 
Nsniio")) is a semidirect product of Cg^(cr) by Aut(Cj).
Proof:
The proof is similar to the regular case. We first write cr as a product of disjoint 
cyles and we define crmi^Llmi and r  as in Theorem 2.2.1. Let C  and N  be the 
centraliser and normaliser of (cr) respectively. We note tha t for every t coprime 
to d  we can find an element in Sn which conjugates a  into cr* and this elements 
lies in N.  It follows tha t the map x In. the proof of Proposition 3.1.1 is
onto and so N f C  is isomorphic to Aut(Cj) and we show that Æ is a semidirect 
product of C  by Aut(C'c^).
Let Ud be the set of permutations which conjugate cr into cr*, for some t 
coprime to d, and fixes the set F  (where F  is the set of “first symbols” as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2.5). Then it easy to show that Ud is a subgroup of N  which 
is isomorphic to Aut(Cd). It is also easy to show that U d f \C  = { i d } .  We now 
show that UdC =  N.  Let v Ç. N  conjugate cr into cr^ , then // =  • . . .  - , where
Vmi is an element of the normaliser of (cr^J in 5 (0 ^ ^  and therefore is equal to 
UrriiCmi wliei'e coujugates (Tmi into (Tm/ and fixes F  and G 
Since Umi and c^j  commute whenever i j  we  have:
1/ =z (^ Unn ' ’ Urrir') ‘ (^mi ‘ • • • ' ).
Note tha t u =  Umi . . .  - Umr conjugates cr into cr^  and fixes E , and c — Cmi - ■ Cm^  
is in the centraliser of cr. Therefore u G UdC. □
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Note that the centraliser of a general permutation cr was the direct product of 
the centralisers of the regular permutations ami • la  the case of normalisers we do 
not get such a nice result. However, we prove that the normaliser of the subgroup 
generated by a in Sn is a normal subgroup of the direct product of normalisers 
of the subgroups generated by the cr^i/s in the
T heorem  3.4.2 Let a  G Sn- We define (Tm/s, O^ds and r  as in Theorem 2.2.1. 
Then
^  X . . .  X (3.16)
Proof:
Let u G Nsn{{c')) so tha t u~^ai/ =  a^ for some k with (A;, |cr|) =  1 . We have
a =  ami - ' CTmr, so tha t cr* =  c r^ / • . . .  • amj^-
Notice that ami and cr, .^* have the same cycle structure for every i. In order to 
find an element h Ç: Sn which conjugates a into cr* we need to find an element 
in S{Ltmi) which conjugates ami iato ami^- Let’s call this element hi. Simi­
larly we need to find 6 2 ,. • ■, which conjugate cr^ig,. . . ,  cr^r, respectively, into 
(7^ 2* , . . .  respectively; with hi G 5(0^^). And we multiply them  to get
hi • h2 - - - - ’ hr. This product conjugates a into cr*. Therefore the left hand side 
of (3.16) is a subgroup of the right hand side.
In order to prove the normality we let 
hi e  Ni = Ns{ümi){{^mi)) with hr^am j i i  -  cr,^T\ where (a^,m^) =  1.
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Let 0 7  represent the inverse of a{ in Umi as in Proposition 3.2.4. Let n E N  with
n~^crn =  cr*, and let h = hi - li2 - . . .  ' //,•• We need to show that h~^nh G N.
(h~^nh)~^ a{h~^nh) =  h~^n~^hah~^nh
=  h~^n~^hi . . .  hrcrhr~^ . . .  hi~^nh 
=  . . .  crmr'^^ 'rih
— rr ôT/ai 07/q>'— ^ m\ • • • ^ vn.^
— . . .  cr,
=  cjL □
In general, the inclusion of the normal subgroup in the above theorem will be 
proper.
E x a m p le  3.4 .3  Let cr =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5, 6 , 7, 8 , 9) G Sg with
CJ3 =  (1,2,3) and erg =  (4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9).
Now let T3 G ((0-3)) and tq G -^5 (^5) ((<^ 6)) be such that
T3"^cr3T3 =  0-3 and Tq~' (^TqTq = erg®.
Now T3T6 ^  N sq ((<r)) because it conjugates a into cr3crg^  which is not a power of 
cr. □
T h e o re m  3 .4 .4  The index of the normaliser of (cr) in Sn in the direct product 
of the normalisers of (cr^^)’s in S(QmiYs is
4>{mi). . .
d>(lcm(mi, . . . ,771r)) (3.17)
P ro o f:
Since the normaliser of (cr) in Sn is the semidirect product of its centraliser by
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a subgroup isomorphic to U\a\ (by Theorem 3.4.1) and since the centraliser of a 
in Sn is isomorphic to the direct product of centralisers of the regular parts (by 
Theorem 2.2.1) we have:
=  \Cmi I Ski \ '  \Cmr ( I - ( ^ ( k l )
— ki\ - mi*^ ■ . . .  • krl ' m,.*’’ • (^(lcm(mi,. . . ,  ruk))
By Theorem 3.2.5 the normaliser of (um j in S{Ümi)  is a semidirect product of 
its centraliser by a subgroup of order <^(m )^, so the order of the direct product of 
the normalisers is:
/ci! • • <^(mi) • . . .  ’ krl ' • (j>{mr).
Therefore the required index is:
<^(mi). . .  (j){mr)
<^(lcm(?ni,. . .  ,m r))
□
E x a m p le  3 .4.5 By a program written in GAP we find the following:
N sq ^ ((1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ))^  has order 36 =  3 6 - </>(6),while
Nsz ^ ((1 ,2 ,3 ))^  X A^ 5(ne) (((4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ))^  has order 72 =  3'<^(3)'6-(^(6). Now,
<A(3) " 46) ^  2
0(lcm (3,6))
which gives us the index. □
It is clear that if the m fs are pairwise coprime then we have:
4>(mi) . . .  4>{rrir) =  <^(mi. . .  m^) =  </>(lcm(mi,. . . ,  7n,.)).
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so tha t the index is one. But the converse is not true, since
<6(2) • 4>{A) • d>(6) =  (^(lcm(2,4,6)).
Corollary 3 .4.6 The normaliser of (cr) is isomorphic to the direct product of 
the normalisers of (cr„ .^)’s in if and only if the odd parts of the m fs are
pairwise coprime and at most one of the m fs is divisible by 4.
Proof:
Let the odd parts of the m fs  be pairwise coprime and let only one of the m /s , 
(say) m i, have 2“ with a >  1 in its prime decomposition. Since </>(2) =  1 and if 
4>{pq) =  <^(p)^(9) then p, ç are coprime, we have
<;6(lcm(mi,. . . ,  ïn^)) =  <6(mi). . .  <6(mr),
so tha t the index is I and these two groups are isomorphic.
Conversely let these two groups be isomorphic. Then the index is 1, i.e.
</)(lcm(mi,. . . ,  rrir)) = <^(mi). . .  <^(my). (3.18)
We have
lcm (m i,.. . ,m r)  =
Pi
where the product is taken over all the primes pi which occur in the prime de­
compositions of the m /s  and cr* is the highest power of pi in these prime decom­
positions. We know that if is the prime decomposition of a number
m then
(^(m) =  <^(pi''')...(^(p/«).
Since <^ (2) =  1 and 2 is the only such prime number, it follows that the odd parts 
of the m /s  must be pairwise coprime, i.e. an odd prime occurs in at most one of 
the m /s . Otherwise we would have
(f){mi) . . .  <^(mr) > <^(lcm(mi,. . . ,  m ^)).
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Note that since </>(2) =  1, if some of the m /s  are divisible by 2, but not by 4 then 
(3.18) still holds. Now let n ^  1 be the number of i for which is divisible by 4, 
i.e. the number of i for which the rrii has 2^  with 6 >  1 in its prime decomposotion. 
Let 2“ ,^ 2®2 j . , . ,  be the numbers occuring in the prime decompositions of the 
m /s . Then we have
<^(mi). . .  . . .  4>(2 °' )^
<j6(lcm(mi,. . .  ,mr)) <^ (2^ )
where a is the maximum of the ads. Since a,- >  1 we have <^ (2®‘) > 1 for every i, 
so the above number is 1 if and only if n =  1. So the result follows. □
E x am p le  3 .4 .7  The following numbers satisfy the condition of the corollary:
mi = 2  • 3^ • 5^^
n%2 == 2% ' 72 , j
m^ — 2 ' 11^, Î
m4 =  13 • 17.
We have shown that Nsn{{o')) is a normal subgroup of a direct product and
each component in this direct product is the normaliser of a subgroup generated
by a perm utation which is regular. Now we investigate the centre of Ns^ ((<%)).
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3.5 The Centre of
First we find the centre of ((^)) where (T is a regular perm utation which is 
a product of k disjoint m-cycles. We need the following lemma.
L em m a 3.5.1  
Proof:
Let N  — Ns^^{{cr)) and C = Cg^^(cr). By Theorem 2.6.1 we have Z{C) = {a). 
It is enough to show that Z{N)  Ç Z(C)  since every subgroup of a cyclic group (in 
this case (a)) is normal. Take id z ^  Z{N).  Since a E N  we have z~^az — a 
which shows that z E so Z{N)  Ç C. We also have zc = cz for every c E C 
since C Ç. N . So z E Z{C)  showing tha t Z{N)  Ç Z{C).  □
So, we have proved that in the centre of the normaliser we have only some 
powers of cr. But which powers?
T heorem  3,5.2 Let a be a product of k disjoint m-cycles with m  > 1. Let N  
be the normaliser of (a) in Smk^ Then if m  is odd, the centre of N  is trivial; if m  
is even the centre of N  has order 2 and is generated by cr^.
Proof:
Take u E N.  We have
= <j^ , for some p with (p, ?Ti) =  1.
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Take id ^  z  E Z( N) .  We know that z = a* for some t with 1 ^   ^ ^  m — 1. We 
must have
i/~^ziy = z v~^a^u = a*
=4> {i/~^crt/Y = cr^
=4» (fP' ==(7*
pt ~ t  (mod m)
(p — l) t  = 0  (mod m).
Looking at the odd and even cases separately:
If m  is odd then (2,m ) =  1. So there exists u E N  with i/~^av — and we
can take p = 2. For p =  2 we must have
(p — l) t  =  0 (mod m) t = 0  (mod m).
This has a solution only for t =  0 since 0 ^  ^  m — 1. Hence Z{N)  =  { i d} .
If m  is even then note that i =  m /2 is a solution since p must be odd. Now
we have (m — 1, m) =  1. So, for p =  — 1, we must have
(p — l) t  =  0 (mod m) for every 0 ^  ^  m — 1
(m — 2)t =  0 (mod m) 
mt  — 2 t = 0  (mod m)
:=> 2Z EE 0 (mod m)  
t — 0  or t = m/2.
Therefore, Z ( N)  ~  (cr^) if m is even. □
E xam ple 3.5.3
z (iV s ,((( l,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 ))) )  =  
z ( jV s„ (( ( l ,2 ,3 ,4 )(5 ,6 ,7 ,8 )(9 ,1 0 ,ll ,1 2 ))))  = ((1 ,3 )(2 ,4 ) .. .(1 0 ,1 2 )) .
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Now, we generalise our result about the centre of the normaliser.
Given cr E 5 n , we write cr as a product of disjoint cycles and define the cr„ids, 
Om/a and r  as in Theorem 2.2.1. Then we have the following theorem.
T h e o re m  3.5.4
2(iVs„((cr))) =  ]] [  (cTm.'î") )<
mi even
Proof:
Let N  = A^5„((<j)). Take z E Z(N) .  Since a E N  and z“ ^crz =  cr we have 
z E Gg^(cr). Moreover z E Z(Csn(o'))- By Theorem 2.6.5, Z(Csn((^)) is the direct 
product of subgroups generated by cr„^7s (except for cri in the case |0 i | ~  2). Now 
since z~^az = a we have
^ ~  ^m\ • • • ^mr " with — ^m{ and Z\ E «S'(fZ^ ) .
So by Lemma 3.5.1 we deduce tha t z ,^, is a power of cr„^ ., say Let u E N .
Then z/“ c^r// =  cr^  for some p with (p, |cr|) =  1. Similarly we have
y =  . . .&4nr ' with (^mi^mi ~  O'm/’ and (= j)((li).
It is clear tha t pi =  p (mod rrii). Since z commutes with iz we deduce th a t z^. 
commutes with z/^. for every i. Then we must have
^  iymi ^mi^mi) * — ^mi
= >  PiU  ~  t i  (mod rrii)
= >  ( p :  — l ) U  =  0 (mod rr ii) .
To be able to use Theorem 3.5.2 above to complete the proof, we need this 
equation to be true for every p* coprime to mi and for every ti with 0 ^  L’ ^  m^.
(THVljPTÏ&ft 3. ()jF j)* (38
Therefore we have to show that for every pi coprime to rrii there exists p coprime 
to I(71 for which (Tmi^^  is a factor in written as a product of regular permutations. 
In other words, we need o-P|n =  0"^/'. Now, since |(r| is a multiple of m*, say 
\a\ =  miüi, we can define a map /  from 2 ^ ,0,,- to by
f {x)  = X (mod rrii) .
Since this map is a surjective homomorphism, then every invertible element of 
Zy i^ is the image of an invertible element of Z^.a^* i.e. the map /  maps Urmai 
onto Urui' This proves that for every p i  coprime to rrii there exists p  with the 
above condition. Therefore the result follows by Theorem 3.5.2 above. □
E x a m p le  3.5.5 Let cr = crs • œq ■ o-g where ai is the product of disjoint 2-cycles. 
Here |cr| =  24 and {1 ,5 ,7 ,11,13,17,19,23 } is the set of numbers coprime to 24. 
The following shows the coprime powers of a.
a ^ =  (731 (76^ (Tg^
a ^ =  0-3^ (T6^ (78^
a'^ =  cTai <76^
^ 1 1 =  0 -3^ (T6^
=  (73^ (%6^ 0"8^
0 -1^ =  (73^ CTe^
<jl® =  (731 0-6^ (Tg^
=  0 -3" (T6^ o-g^
Now
Z ( % . ( ( 4 ) )  =  (< ^ 6 " )  X  (< T s " )  X  Z ( 5 ( f i i ) ) .  □
As a result Z{N)  is isomorphic to C2 x • ■ • x (^2 where the number of C2 s^ 
depends on the size of fli and the number of different even cycles of different 
length in a.
(THvuPGnsR 3 . ()j? JOY ;Sn (39
E x am p le  3.5.6
z{ iV 5 ,(((l,2 )(3 ,4 )(5 ,6 )))) =  ((1,2)(3,4){5,6)) S C 2. 
z ( jV s .(((l,2 )(3 ,4 )(5 ,6 ))))  =  ((1 ,2 )(3 ,4 )(5 ,6 ),(7 ,8 )) S  x ^2 =  x C,.
E x am p le  3.5 .7  Let a = (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5)(6,7).Then
z ( a7s, ( W ) )  = ((4 ,5 )(6 ,7 ))  =  C2
=  {(4,5)(6,7),(8 ,9)) ^  C2 X  52 =  C, X  C2.
E xam ple 3 .5 .8
Let a =  (1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9,10)(11,12,13,14)(15,16,17,18,19). Then 
z { N s , , i ( a ) ) )  = ((7,9)(8,10)(11,13)(12,14)) ^  Z(iV s„((cr))) S  C2 
for m =  20,22,23,24, . . . .  And 
z [ N s , ,{{<7)))  =  ((7,9)(8,10)(11,13)(12,14),(20,21)) ^ C -2 x  %  S  C ,  x  C , .
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3.6 Is the N orm aliser a D irect Product?
Let (j be a regular perm utation which is a product of k disjoint m-cycles and let 
N  be the normaliser of (a) in Smk‘ In the previous chapter we showed that the 
centraliser of a regular perm utation cr is a direct product when (m, k) — 1 (see 
Theorem 2.3.7). In the normaliser case we tried to find a similar result using 
GAP. In order to find all the direct factors of a group G we first calculate all the
normal subgroups of G. For the following pairs of (m, &) we used Program 6.3.3
!to find out whether A  is a direct product. Experiments in GAP showed that for j
the following values of (m,fc) the group N  can be written as an internal direct 
product of two of its subgroups:
(m, 1) for 1 ^  m < 60,
(2, k) for 2 ^  A; ^  11,
(3.2),(3,3),(3,4),(3,5),(3,6),(3,7),(3,8)
(4.2), (4,3),(4,4), (4,5),(4,6)
(5.2),(5,3),(5,4),(5,5),
(6 .2), (6 ,3) , (6 ,4) ,(6 ,5),
(7.2),(7,3),(7,4)
(8 .2), (8 ,3) , (8 ,4),
(9.2),(9,3),(9,4)
( 10.2) , (10,3) , (10,4 ),
(m, 3) for 11 ^  m ^  19,
(20.2),(21,2) and (22,2).
When k = 1 the perm utation cr is an m-cycle and by Theorem 3.2.5
K Cm
with order (f){m) • m. GAP results tell us that for the following values of m the
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normaliser is a direct product:
6,10,12,14,15,18,20,21,22,24,26,28,30,33,34,35,36,38,39,40,42,44,45,
46,48,50,51,52,54,55,56,57,58,60.
This suggests the following theorem:
T h e o re m  3.6.1 If m > 1 is not a power of a prime then the normaliser of the 
subgroup generated by an m-cycle in Sm splits as a non-trivial direct product.
P ro o f:
If m > 1 is not a power of a prime, we can write m  ■= st  with s > l , t  > 1 and 
(s, t)  — 1- By Theorem 3.2.5, the normaliser of the subgroup generated by an 
?n-cycle cr is
Cm K Cm =  (Cg X Cf) X (Cg X Cf).
Then, as explained in Remark 5.2.1, Cm = Us x Ut acts on Zm =  Z^ X Zf. Then 
Us acts trivially on Zf and Ut acts trivially on Zg. So this semi direct product 
splits as a direct product of subgroups:
(Cg X Cg) X (C( X Q ). O
R e m a rk  3.6.2 The results of this theorem allow us to fill in the first column of 
Table 3.6.10 on page 78.
E x a m p le  3 .6 .3  Let m =  15 and a = ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,  15) G 5'ig. We write 15 =  3 • 5 
with 5 =  3 and t — h. The normaliser is the semi direct product Cm X Cg^ (cr) 
by Theorem 3.2.5 which has order 120. Note that the centraliser of a is just (cr). 
We get a copy of C15 in S'ls as explained in the proof of Theorem 3.2.5 and
Ci5 =  { hi I (^, 15) =  1}.
The group of units of Z 15 is:
CiG =  { 1 ,2 ,4 ,7 ,8 ,11 ,13 ,14}  =  (11) X (7) ^  C3 x Cg
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(we choose 11 and 7 because 11-3  =  3 (mod 15) and 7 -5  =  5 (mod 15)) and 
so the copy of C 1 5  in 5ib is isomorphic to (hn) X  (h?) where, by the definition of 
Um C Sm, we have
hii =  (2,12)(3 ,8)(5 ,15)(6 ,ll)(9 ,14), 
hy =  (2 ,8 ,5 ,14)(3,15 ,9 ,12)(4,7,13,10).
We get copies of C3 and C 5  in S15 as follows:
C3 =  (ff") =  ((1,6,11)(2,7,12)(3,8,13)(4,9,14)(5,10,15)) and 
C5 =  (<t") =  ((1 ,4 ,7 ,10 ,13)(2 ,5 ,8 ,11 ,14)(3 ,6 ,9 ,12 ,15)).
The action of h n  G U3 on C 5  (by conjugation) is trivial and similarly the action 
of hr G C 5  on C3 is also trivial and therefore we have
C i 5  K  C i 5  =  {U3 X  U5) X  ( C * 3  X  C 5 )  =  {U3 X  C 3 )  X ( C s  X  C g ) .
R  =  7 /3  tx C 3  =  ( h i i , ( r G ) ,  R  =  C g  X  C s  =  ( h r ,  ( 7^) .
The order of JT is 2 • 3 =  6 and the order of E  is 4 - 5 =  20. □
R em ark 3 .6 .4  Note that if m  splits as a product of coprime divisors in more that 
one way, the group Ns^  ( ( < 7 ) )  also splits as a direct product in more than one way. 
For example if m =  30 the group ( ( < 7 ) )  of order 240 splits as a direct product 
of a group of order h by another group of order k for (h, k) =(2,120),(6,40),(12,20).
In the case m  — 2 the normaliser is isomorphic to the centraliser and we have 
a direct product when h > 1 is odd by Theorem 2.3.7. This allows us to fill in 
the top row of Table 3.6.10 on page 78.
In the case h =  3 we have a direct product for the following values of m:
2,6,10,14,18.
In each case the subgroup (crT ) is a direct factor. Later results showed that the 
same result is true for the pairs (6,5) and (10,5). This suggests the following 
theorem:
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T heorem  3.6 .5  Let m  = 2 (mod 4) and k be an odd number. Then the nor­
maliser splits as a non-trivial direct product of its centre by another subgroup.
Proof:
Let Z  be the centre of the normaliser. By Theorem 3.5.2 we have Z  = Now
we define a subgroup H  of the normaliser in the following way. In the normaliser 
we have a copy of Cm x • • • x Cm (A:-copies) which is generated by the m-cycles
I.e.
C m  X  • • • X  C m  —  ( * ^ l )  X  • ’ • X
The set of even permutations of Cm x ■ ■ • x Cm are easily checked to be the 
following:
{ cTi“  ^ . . .  \  h ük IS even }.
This is a subgroup of Cm x • • • x Cm which is isomorphic to
Cm X  ' X Cm X  Gm (A: — 1 COpieS of Cm)-
As we will discuss in Chapter 4, Theorem 4.2.1, this group is isomorphic to
X  (o-gCTt) X  " "  X  X
Now let H  be the following subgroup of the normaliser:
H  — Um X [Sk X {Cm X  - X Cm X Gm)).
The subgroup H  has order I(/>(m)A:!m  ^ which has index 2 in the normaliser and 
so H  is a normal subgroup of the normaliser. We will show that Z K ,  or equiv­
alently (E, R ), is the normaliser. Note that H  includes all the generators of the 
normaliser except Now we show that we can obtain ai from Z  and H.  Note 
tha t since m = 2 (mod 4) and k is odd
Ü I 4.1 m. m.
r  =  ( J i  2  ^  <72 2  .  .  .  ( T t  2
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is an element of H  since the sum of the powers is even. Since • r  =  (Ji, Z K  
is the normaliser. Since \Z\ • \H\ is equal to the order of the normaliser we have 
Z  n  H  = { id } .  Thus the result follows. □
R e m a rk  3 .6.6 In Chapter 5 we will show that when m =  2 (mod 4) all the 
elements of Um C Smk will be even. We will also show that all the elements of 
the copy of Sk are even. Therefore H  is isomorphic to the normaliser of cr in Amk-
R e m a rk  3 .6 .7  We have verified with CAP that certain other subgroups in the 
table do not split as direct products. These are indicated in Table 3.6.10 by N.
R e m a rk  3.6.8 Using CAP we have verified that in the cases in Table 3.6.10 
when m  =  2 (mod 4) and k is odd that the normaliser can be written as a 
direct product in exactly four different ways. In each case Z  =  (cr^) is a direct 
summand. If we denote the other direct summands by Hi^ H2 , H3 , H4 , then we 
may take Hi  to be the subgroup we defined in the proof of above and we can get 
generators for these groups as follows:
^ 1  =  7,
H2 = {zu,z(3,'y,(Ti(Jk),
H 3 =  { zU , /? ,7 ,0 - i (T fc ) ,
where u is the generator of Um (which is cyclic in all the cases examined), z =  cr^, 
/? is the permutation which swaps first and second blocks, 7  is the permutation 
which cyclically permutes the k blocks and cr* is the Eth m-cycle in a.
Note tha t to get a different direct summand from Hi by multiplying a genera­
tor of Hi by z, we must not multiply an element of odd order or else some power 
of this would be z and the intersection of two subgroups would be non-trivial. 
This is why we cannot multiply the generator 7  by z to get a direct summand.
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One may show that one may not multiply the generator <JiCTk by z otherwise 
we get the whole group.
In the case {m ,k)  = (6,3) we give the GAP output in Chapter 6 , Pro­
gram 6.3.3. We verified that in the output, by coincidence, the E th printed 
subgroup is ET*.
E xam ple 3 .6 .9  Let m =  6 and A: =  3, then we may take cr to be the permutation
( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) ( 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ) ( 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 )  G  B i g
and the normaliser is isomorphic to
U e  K { S 3  IX ( C e  X C e  X C e ) )
which has order 2 • 6 ■ 6  ^ =  2592. Let Z  =  (cr^) be the centre of the normaliser. 
Let (Ti be the z-th cycle. Let
u =  (2,6)(3,5)(8,12)(9,11)(14,18)(15,17),
=  ( 1 , 7 ) ( 2 , 8 ) ( 3 , 9 ) ( 4 , 1 0 ) ( 5 , 1 1 ) ( 6 , 1 2 ) ,  
7  =  ( 1 , 7 , 1 3 ) ( 2 , 8 , 1 4 ) ( 3 , 9 , 1 5 ) ( 4 , 1 0 , 1 6 ) ( 5 , 1 1 , 1 7 ) ( 6 , 1 2 , 1 8 ) .
In S i 8 we have:
Ue = (u), S3  = (^ ,7 )5  Ce X Ce X Ce = {ai) x (erg) x (0-3).
Now we let H  be the following group
(w,^, 7 , 0-10-3).
Note tha t other elements of the form cr*o-j can be obtained by conjugating 0-10-3 
by a suitable element of S 3 . It is easy to verify that H  contains
{ (Ji“V 2“^ o-3 “^  I «1 +  «2 -f- 03 is even }.
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This is isomorphic to
G g  X  G g  X  G 3  =  ( 0 -1 0 -3 )  X  ( 0 -2 0 -3 )  X  ( 0 -3 ^ ) .
So E7 is a subgroup of the normaliser of index 2. Now we show that (Z, H)  is 
isomorphic to the normaliser. Note that
r  =  <71^0-2^0-3" G H.
Since -t — ai the generators of Z and H  generate the normaliser and therefore 
we have a direct product,
GAP results show tha t the normaliser can be written as a direct product in 
4 different ways. In each case the subgroup (o'") (which is the centre) is a direct 
factor. The other subgroups are groups of order 1296. The centraliser is another 
normal subgroup of order 1296 but is not a direct factor. For details of these 
subgroups see the output of Program 6.3.3 for m =  6 , =  3. □
Among other values of m  and k we found that the normaliser is a direct 
product for {m^k) =  (3,2). In this case cr =  (1,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6 ) G Sq. The normaliser 
is isomorphic to
% K (C3  I S 2 ) =  % K ( 5 2  K (C3  X C3 ))
with order 2 • 2 • 3  ^ =  36. In Se we have copies of %  =  C2 , 52  and C3 X C3 as 
follows:
y s S C 2 =  ((2 ,3)(5 ,6)),
52 =  ( ( 1, 4)(2 , 5)(3 , 6)),  
C3 x C 3 =  ((1 ,2 ,3 ),(4 ,5 ,6 )),
and the normaliser can be generated by these subgroups. Since 2 and 3 are 
coprime, by Theorem 2.3.7 the centraliser is the direct product (cr) x H  where H  
is the normal closure of the copy of S 2 in the centraliser and in this case (by the
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proof of Theorem 2.3.7) we have
ff= ( ( l ,2 ,3 ) (4 ,6 ,5 ) ,( l ,4 ) (2 ,5 ) (3 ,6 ) )  
with order 6 and isomorphic to S3 . Therefore the normaliser is isomorphic to
E3  X (G3  X %).
Let K  be the subgroup of S q given by
/T =  ((1 ,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 ),(1 ,4 )(2 ,6 )(3 ,5 )) s 53.
The generators of K  normalise (cr) and hence this is a subgroup of ((cr)). We 
can write (2,3)(5,6) as the product of (1 ,4)(2,5)(3,6) and (1 ,4)(2 ,6)(3 ,5) and 
so H  and K  generate the whole of the normaliser. Since one can easily verify 
tha t both H  and K  are normal subgroups with H  C\ K  ~  { i d }  we have:
Ns,{{<7)) = H  X K  S  S 3 X S3 .
The following table summarises the results of this section. In the table, a “ x ” 
marks those which are non-trivial direct products; a “N” marks those for which 
we do not have a direct product and spaces marks those for which we do not 
know the answer.
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TABLE: 3.6.10
rrt
Chapter 4
Centralisers in A n
4.1 Introduction
Let (J € In this chapter we investigate the elements of An which commute 
with cr. In other words we find the even elements of Og^(cr). Note that cr need 
not be even to define the centraliser:
C a u M  =  { x  e  A n \  x ~ ~ ^ ( j x  =  c r } .
We show that when a  is regular, CAn{^) is either a wreath product or a different 
semi direct product. In general case we show that the direct product of the cem 
tralisers of the regular parts of cr is a normal subgroup of the centraliser of cr. We 
give the conditions (for both regular and general case) for which Csn{<x) =  (^^^(cr).
79
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4.2 Regular Case
We have the following result.
T heorem  4.2.1 Let a  G Smk he a product of k disjoint m-cycles. If m  is even 
then
— Sk ^  (Cm X . . .  X Cm X Cm) {k — 1 COpieS of Cm).
If m  is odd then
— Cm I Ak.
Proof:
Let
a = (1 , 2 , . . . ,  m )(m +  1 , . . . , 2m ) . . .  ((fc — T)m +  1 , . . . ,  km).
By Section 2.3, Cg^^(cr) is generated by the following three permutations:
CX — (1,2, . . . , TTl),
/3 =  (1 , m -f 1)(2,772 -f 2 ) . . .  (m, 2 m),
7  =  (l ,  m -f- 1 , . . . ,  (A: — l )m - h i ) . . .  (m, 2 m , . . .  , km).
We examine the two cases in the statement of the theorem separately.
C ase 1 : The cycle length m is even.
In this case a  is odd, /? and 7  are even. Since an element of Cg^^ (cr) can be 
w ritten as
[h'; Cl, C2 , . . . ,  Cfc] where h' G Sk and c* G Cm
and Sk is generated by { /? ,7 } we see that even elements of Cg^^(cr) come from 
the even elements of
Cm Cm ^  ‘ ‘ Cm (A:-copies).
Now we find the even elements of the direct product.
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Let cr =  <ji(72 . . .  cT/j where <7 { is the z-th m-cycle. Then:
Cm X Cm X . . .  X Cm — (^l) X . . .  X (cr/.)
Consider the function
T ' Cm X . . .  X Cm  ^ Cm X . . .  X Cm
defined, on the generators, by multiplication (on the right) by cr^ . The map 
ip is clearly a homomorphism with Ker(c^) =  (cr^T) of order 2 . Notice tha t 
Im(y?) consists of only even elements. If a permutations group G contains odd 
elements then the subgroup of even elements of G has order It follows tha t 
the subgroup of even elements of Cm X  . . .  X  Cm are isomorphic to
Im(Y?) =  Cm X . . .  X Cm X Cm (A; — 1 copies of Cm) 
which is generated by:
■{ < 7 i ( J / j ,  . . . ,  (J /j—iC r ^ , (Tk } •
So we have:
CAmki^) — Sk X {Cm X  . . .  X  Cm X  Cm) (A: -  1 copies of Cm).
An element of Sk in CA^f, ((%) which leaves the last block fixed acts on the blocks 
of C^^^(<7 ) in the same way as on the blocks of Cs^^i^)-  That is, we have a 
subgroup of CA^fc(cr) which is a wreath product, namely Cm I Sk-i- In general 
this subgroup is not normal and the index of this subgroup is k m / 2 . The group 
CAmki^) is a normal subgroup of Cg^^(o-) of index 2 . The coset representatives 
can be taken as id and a.
C ase 2 : The cycle length m  is odd.
In this case a  is even, (3 is odd (/? =  id when A; =  1 ) and 7  has the opposite 
parity to k (except when k = 1). Since an element of Cg^^(cr) can be w ritten as
[h'; Cl, C2 , . . . ,  Ck\ where N  G Sk and q  G Cm
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and Cm X . . .  X Cm C Smk is generated by even elements, we see tha t even elements 
of Cs^ki^)  come from even block transformations. Therefore
CAmkM = Cm I Ak
and if A: >  1 (see remark below for case A: =  1) then CA^hi^) two cosets in 
CsmkM  is therefore normal. Coset representatives can be taken as id and (3.
R e m a rk  4.2.2 If m  is odd and A; — 1 then ^  == (1 , 2 , . . .  , 7ti) and Cs^{cr) =  {cr). 
Since cr is even (a) C therefore:
=  CA^((7) ^  Cm
and this is the only case where Cs^^,{cr) ~  CAmki^)-
R e m a rk  4.2 .3  Note tha t although A2 is trivial as an abstract group, it still acts 
on a 2-element set and so the perm utation wreath product Cm \ A2 has order rri .^
E x a m p le  4 .2 .4  Let a  =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 )(5 ,6 ,7 ,8 )(9 ,10,11,12). The group CA^ -iicr) 
has order 192 =  and is generated by:
{  (1 ,5 )(2 ,6 )(3 ,7 )(4 ,8), (1 ,5 ,9 )(2 ,6 ,10)(3,7 ,11)(4,8,12), 
(1 ,2 ,3 ,4 )(9 ,10,11,12), (5 ,6 ,7 ,8 )(9 ,10,11,12), (9 ,11)(10,12 )}.
This group is a normal subgroup of Cs 2^ (^) oI index 2. Coset representatives 
can be taken as id and a ~  (1 , 2 ,3 ,4).
This group has a subgroup isomorphic to C 4  I S 2 which is generated by:
{ (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 )(9 ,10,11,12), (1 ,5 )(2 ,6 )(3 ,7 )(4 ,8 ) } .
E x a m p le  4.2.5 Let a = (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7,8 , 9)(10,11,12). Then CA^^i^) has 
order 972 =  and is generated by:
{ (1 ,2 ,3 ) , (1 ,4 ,7 )(2 ,5 ,8 )(3 ,6,9), (1 ,4 ,10)(2,5 ,11)(3,6 ,1 2 )}.
This group is a normal subgroup of index 2. Coset representatives can
be taken as id and [3 = (1,4)(2,5)(3,6).
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E x a m p le  4.2.6 Let cr =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ). Then
C'/lgM = = W -  <^9.
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4.3 G eneral Case
84
Let a  6  -S'n be a product of regular permutations. We define the (Jm/s, the 
and r  as in Theorem 2.2.1.
We begin by examining an example.
E x a m p le  4.3.1 Let
o- =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7,8 ,9 ,10)(11,12,13,14)(15,16,17,18,19)(20,21,22,23,24)
with:
(T3 =  (l,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 ),
<74 =  (7,8,9,10)(11,12,13,14),
o-G =  (15,16,17,18,19)(20,21,22,23,24)
so that (J =  (73 • (74 • (75. Theorem 4.2.1 above gives the following results:
\ C = 9,
\Ca {^ i )^{(^a)\ =  16,
|C'A(fis)(^5)l — 25.
A calculation in GAP gives
|CA24((?-)I =  14400 =  4 . (9 .16 . 25).
Using GAP we verified that the direct product of centralisers of the (7m/s is a 
subgroup of the centraliser of <7 , in this case of index 4. To see why the subgroup 
is proper, observe tha t we can have an even element which conjugates (73 into 
itself, and two odd elements which conjugate (74 into (74 and <75 into (75, Their 
product is even and so is an element of (7^24(0*). From the following table we see 
tha t there are four ways to get an even element.
1 . Even X Even X Even 3600 of them
2 . Even X Odd X Odd 3600 of them
3. Odd X Even X Odd 3600 of them
4. Odd X Odd X Even 3600 of them
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In total 14400 even elements conjugate a into itself, while only those in the 
first row of the table come from the product of the centralisers in A{Llrni ) of CTmi • 
Notice also that if a had an extra copy of an m-cycle where 7n =  7 ,9 , 11 , . . . ,  then 
we would not get an odd element from its centraliser. Consideration of examples 
like tha t above leads to the following result.
T heorem  4.3.2 Let cr G 5^ be a product of regular permutations as in Theo­
rem 2.2.1. Then:
X  . . .  X  CA{ümr)i^'mr) —  CAni^)'
Let
ri =  r —(number of i for which kmi = 1 and m, is odd).
If ri =  0 or 1 then the groups are isomorphic. Otherwise the subgroup has index
2n-i_
Proof:
Let Grrn — CA{ümi){(^mi)‘ An element of Gmi x . . .  x Gmr is even and clearly 
conjugates cr into itself, so
Grni X  . . .  X  Gmr ^  (cr) .
Let X G Gmi X  . . .  X  Gmr h  G Ca„(o'). Then x  =  Xmx • • • Xmr with Xmi acting 
on Llmi and Xm~^(^miXmi = o-mi  ^ We also have h =  hmi • .. with hmi acting 
on Ümi and hm~^(^mihmi ~  (Tmr Note that hmi need not be even but the Xmi is 
even. Then:
h xh  — {hmi Xmihmi) ■ • • {hmr Xmr^mr)
= t i t 2 .. . 4  (by letting U =  hm~^Xmihmi)^
Now ti is even since it is a conjugate of Xmi and clearly ti G Cm,-- So x~^hx  is an 
element of the direct product and so the subgroup is normal.
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Now we prove that the index is as stated in the theorem. If ri =  0 then 
kmi ~  1 and rm is odd for every i. By Remark 4.2.2, hmi is even and is an 
element of {cmi)- So we have
=  m i . . .  mr =  \Csn{<^ )\ 
which is equal to the product of sizes of centralisers of In this case
C'ylnM =  C gnk).
If ri =  1 then for only one i (say for z =  1) either kmi > I or kmi ~  I with 
m i even. In this case hmi must be even since other hm^s are all even. Therefore 
h  G Gmi X • • • X Gmr and we have an isomorphism. Note tha t if a permutation 
group G C. Sn contains an odd permutation cr, then C n A „  has cosets Gfl A„ and 
cr(Cn An) in G and so has index 2. Since includes odd elements,
we have
\CaM ) \  =
If ri > 1 then we still have the above equation. Now if 0"  ^ is a regular
perm utation for which either kmj > 1 or kmj = 1 with nij even, then we have
\CA{ilmj){^mj)\ — 2
So,
\Q y  y  (7 I —I'^mi A . . .  A (J^ nir I — 2n
which shows that the index is 2'’^ "^. □
R e m a rk  4.3.3 If a  has fixed points then the contribution of the centraliser of 
the product of 1-cycles cri on Sli is A(fli) with order IIHij! except when IHi] =  1, 
when the group is trivial.
E x am p le  4.3 .4  Let
cr =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ) ( 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 ) ( 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 )
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with
<73 -  (1,2,3),
0-5 =  (4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ),
(77 =  (9,10,11,12,13,14,15),
(79 =  (16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24).
Now, |CA{fii)(o-i)l —  ^ for 2 =  3,5,7,9 and 
\Ca 24{<x )\ =  \Cs24{^)\ =  945 =  3 5 7 9.
This shows that
C a 24(<^) —  C A { a s ) { c r 3 ) X C a ( îÎ 5 ) ( (7 5 ) X CA{Çly)(o-7 ) X C A (^ )(< T 9 ) .
E x am p le  4.3.5 Let
(7 =  (1,2)(3,4)(5,6 ,7)(8,9 , 10)(11,12,13)(14,15,16,17)(18,19,20,21,22)
with
( 7 2  =  (1,2)(3,4),  
( 7 3  =  (5,6,7)(8,9,10)(11,12,13),  
(74 =  (14,15,16,17), 
(76 =  (18,19,20,21,22).
We have the following results
\ C a {ü 2) {(^2) \  = 4 ,
I (7 (^03) (0 -3 ) I =  81,
|C'A(fi4)(^4)| = 2 ,
ICa(ÎÎ5)(c75)| — 5,
1 0 ^2 2 (0 -)! =  12960 =  4 . ( 4 . 8 1 . 2 . 5 ) .
This shows that the direct product of the centralisers of regulars parts is a 
subgroup of the centraliser of a in A 22 of index 4. Notice that r  =  4, ri =  4—1 =  3 
and 2 ^^ “  ^ =  4 which is the index.
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E x am p le  4 .3.6 Let
o- =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ) ( 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 ) ( 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 ) ( 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 )
with
0-3 =  (1,2,3),
a-4 =  (4,5,6,7) (8,9,10, l l ) ,  
CTü =  ( 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 ) ,  
0-7 =  (17,18,19,20,21,22,23).
We have the following results
|C'A(i^ 3)(cT3)| =  3,
|C'a (î î4 ) ( ^ 4 ) |  =  1 6 ,
|CA(fi5)(<^5) I = 5 ,
\Ca{ü7){o-7)\ = 7 ,
ICA23WI = 1 6 8 0  =  3 . 1 6 . 5 . 7 .
This shows that the direct product of the centralisers of regulars parts is isomor­
phic to the centraliser of <7 in A23. Notice that r  =  4, ri =  4 — 3 =  1 and =  1 
which is the index.
Chapter 5 
Normaliser s of Cyclic Subgroups 
in An
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate the normaliser in An of a subgroup of Sn which is 
generated hy a £ Sn- Notice that it still makes sense to define the normaliser if 
<j is not an element of An-
^An{{(^)) e  An \ x~^{a)x = {a)}.
First we examine the regular case. The structure of the normaliser in An is more 
complicated than that of the normaliser in Sn- The action of Um — Aut(Cm) as 
a perm utation group on Cm plays an important role and we give an interesting 
result which gives the conditions for which all the elements of Um act as even 
permutations. We determine the structure of the normaliser for all possible cases 
and show them  in a table.
In the general case we analyse how the normaliser of {a) and the direct product 
of the normalisers of the subgroups generated by the regular parts are related.
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We give necessary and sufficient conditions (for both regular and general case) 
for which Ns^((cr)) = NAn((cr}).
5.2 Regular Case
Assume for the moment that cr is a regular permutation which is a product of k 
disjoint m-cycles. We know from Theorem 3.2.5 that
Equivalently, an element of ((cr)) can be uniquely expressed as
[u'; h'; Cl, C2, . . . ,  c j  where u' G Um^h' e  Sk and Ci G Cm-
In the previous chapters we have illustrated how to obtain these groups in Smk- 
For example if :
a — (1, 2 ,3)(4,5 ,6)(7,8 ,9)(10,11,12) G S u  then, m  = 3 , k  = 4. Then we have 
the following subgroups of ^ig:
{(1 , 4)(2,5)(3,6 ) , ( 1 ,4 ,7 , 1 0 )(2 , 5,8 , 11)(3,6 ,9,12))
which is isomorphic to ^ 4 ,
((1 ,2 ,3 ),(4 ,5 ,6 ),(7 ,8 ,9 ),(10 ,11 ,12))
which is isomorphic to C 3  x  C 3  x C 3  x  C3 , and
((2,3)(5,6)(8,9)(11,12))
which is a cyclic group of order 2  and isomorphic to U3  = Aut((73).
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.5 we identify Um with those elements of Smk 
which conjugate a into a* for some t such that (i, m) = 1 and fix the set F  (in the 
above example F = {1 ,4 , 7,10}). We shall investigate under what circumstances 
all the elements of Um are even.
If k is even, then by the construction of Um C Smk in the proof of Theo­
rem 3.2.5 a perm utation in Um C  Smk is a product of k permutations and these
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permutations have the same cycle shape. Therefore all the permutations in Um 
are even.
When k is odd the situation is more complicated. To see what can happen 
in this case, we examine in more detail the case k = 1. In this case, Um is a 
subgroup of Sm and it will be convenient to think of it as acting on the set 
which we take to be { 0 , 1 , . . . ,  m — 1}. The action of an element t G Um may 
be regarded as multiplication by t (modulo m). Note tha t this fixes the “first” 
element 0 of Z^.
For example if m =  9, i =  5 this is the permutation 
/ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 \ == (1 ,5 ,7 ,8 ,4 ,2)(3,6) y 0 5 1 6 2 7 3 8 4 y
which is even. If we take m =  5 and  ^ — 3 then we get the permutation
0 1 2 3 4 \ =  (1,3,4,2)
0 3 1 4 2 y
which is odd. For some values of m, we get even permutations for every element
of Um- A program written in GAP (see Program 6.3.1) gives us a list of such 
numbers m as follows:
2,6,9,10,14,18,22,25,26,30,34,38,42,46,49,. . .
This suggests tha t m ~  2 (mod 4) or m  is an odd square. We give a proof of this 
result in the following theorem. We now give the following remark which will be 
used in the theorem.
R e m a rk  5.2.1 If s , t  are coprime then the rings Zgt and Zg x Zf are isomorphic. 
We prefer to choose an isomorphism mapping (1,1) G Zs x Z^ to 1 € Zst. To do 
this choose p ,q G h  such that
ps -L qt = 1
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and then a suitable isomorphism is given by
(z, y) I—  ^psy +  qtx (mod st), for (æ, y) G x Zf.
Under this isomorphism, the set Ug X  U t of units in Z ^  x  Z f  is mapped to the 
units Ust in Z,*. We may think of this in the following way. Think of Zgt as an 
s X t array where the Zg labels the rows and Z  ^ labels the columns. Then the 
action of Ust on the elements of this array will be that induced by the action of 
Us on rows and Ut on columns.
We give an example to illustrate the above. Let 3 == 5,Z == 8 . We have
1 =  - 3 - 5 +  2-8
and the map
/  : Z 5 X  Z s Z 40
is given by
f{x^y) = 16æ — 15y =  16rc +  25y (mod 40).
In the following table the entry ( i , j )  is f{i-,j) for 0 ^  f ^  4,0 ^  ^  7 and the
elements of U40 are framed.
For example, the action of 13 =  / ( 3 ,5) G U40 on Z 40 is given by the action of 
3 G 1 /5  on rows and 5 G U s  on columns. The actions of 3 on Z 5 and 5 on Zg are 
given by the permutations a = (1,3,4,2) and /3 =  (1,5)(3,7) respectively. The
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action of 13 on C40 can be given by the formula:
This action corresponds to the multiplying elements of the array by 13 modulo 
40. For instance 1 =  / ( 1 , 1) is moved to 13 =  / ( 3 ,5) =  / ( l a ,  1/?).
T h e o re m  5.2.2 Suppose tha t Um =  Aut(Cm) acts on =  { 0 , l , . . . , m  — 1} 
by multiplication. All the permutations produced in this way are even if and only 
if m  is an odd square or m =  2 (mod 4).
P ro o f:
We first consider the case when p is an odd prime and m  = p^. Then \Um\ = 
(^(m) = p^ — p and Um is a cyclic group with generator, say k. The group 
Um acts on Z,Ti by multiplication and multiplication by the element k permutes 
the invertible elements Um of Z ^  among themselves as a (p^ — p)-cycle. This 
perm utation is therefore an even length cycle and so is an odd permutation. The 
rest of Zm consists of the 0-element and p — 1 other elements which are divisible 
by p but not by p^. Multiplication by k fixes the 0-element and permutes the 
other p — 1 elements among themselves as a (p — l)-cycle. Again, since p is odd, 
this is an even length cycle and so is odd. Thus the action of k is given as the 
product of two odd permutations and thus is an even permutation. Thus the 
action of every element is via an even permutation.
For example, if p =  5, then U25 may be generated by (among other elements)
2. (The other primitive roots are 3,8,12,13,17,22,23). The element 2 acts on 
the set { 0 , 1 , . . . ,  24} as the permutation
(0)(1,2 ,4 ,8 ,16 ,7 ,14 ,3 ,6 ,12 ,24 ,23 ,21 ,17 ,9 ,18 ,11 ,22 ,19 ,13)(5,10,20,15)
which is a product of a 4-cycle and a 20-cycle and hence is an even permutation. 
Other elements of U25 are powers of 2 and hence also act as even permutations.
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For example, multiplication by 11 produces the permutation
(1 ,11 ,21 ,6 ,16)(2,22,17,12,7)(3,8 ,13 ,18 ,23)(4,19 ,9 ,24 ,14)(5)(10)(15)(20)
which is again even.
We now look at the case when m is a power of an odd prime, m  =  say. 
By the theory of the primitive element, Um is cyclic with generator fc, say. We 
will show by induction on r  that multiplication by k produces a perm utation of 
Zm which is a product of cycles of lengths
( p ” -  p ' " - ^ ) ,  ( p ' ' - ^  -  p " " - ^ ) , . . . ,  ( p ^  -  p ) ,  ( p  -  1 ) ,  1 .
We note that Zpr =  Um U pZpr-i. The element k permutes the elements of 
Um cyclically and since k (mod p”"^) is a generator of Upr-i, by the inductive 
hypothesis, k acts on pZ^r-i as a product of cycles of lengths
-p ""2 ),(p '’“  ^ - p ’’"^) , . . . , (p2 - p ) , ( p -  1),1.
This completes the case when m  =  p ' .
Hence the multiplication by k on Zpr produces a product of r  even length 
cycles and so is an even perm utation if and only if r  is even. Thus if m =  p'’, all 
the permutations are even if and only if m  is a perfect square.
Next we look at the case when m is odd and not a power of a prime. As in 
Remark 5.2.1 we write m  = st  with (s,t) =  1 and think of Ust — Us X Ut acting 
on the array Zg x Zt  via the action on rows and columns. Note that both s and 
t are odd. Then the action on rows by an element of Ug which corresponds to a 
transposition, swaps t elements in the array and so is a product of t transpositions 
and hence is an odd permutation. Hence odd permutations in Us act as odd 
permutations on Zgt and even permutations act as even permutations on Zst- 
Similarly for odd and even permutations in Ut-
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Suppose m  is odd, but is not a square. Then m  is divisible by an odd power of 
a prime p, say m  = f t  with p, t coprime. In the above, take s — f  and then Us 
has an odd permutation by the earlier case and so Ust has an odd permutation.
Suppose m  is odd and is a square, then:
m  =  • pU'  ^ .. .p / '
where the p /s  are odd primes and the r / s  are even. Then
m =  p i”‘ ‘ t (where t is an odd square).
By the above argument, pY^ gives even permutations. Since pY^ and t are co­
prime, by induction, it is easy to prove tha t m  produces even permutations.
The final case we consider is with m  even. If 4 divides m, say m = 4k, then
multiplication by —1 is a product of {2k — 1) 2-cycles and so is odd. If 4 does
not divide m  then m  = 2 t with 2, t coprime. Since U2 — id, this acts trivially on 
rows. Any transposition of Ut gives an even permutation of the whole set and so 
permutations are even and the result follows. □
We may restate this theorem as a result about conjugation of an m-cycle.
C o ro lla ry  5.2.3 If m  is an odd square then a permutation in Sm which conju­
gates an m-cycle a into with { t ,m)  =  1, is even. If m =  2 (mod 4) then a 
perm utation in Sm which conjugates an m-cycle a  into a*, { t ,m) =  1, and fixes 
at least one of the symbols, is even.
Proof:
Let m  be an odd square. Then
From Theorem 5.2.2, all the elements of Um are even and by Remark 4.2.2, every 
element in Csmi^) is even and thus 7\(4^((cr)) consists only of even elements and
so
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If m =  2 (mod 4) and r  conjugates a into a* fixing (say) «o, then we may 
write (j =  (ao ,a i , . . .  ,am-i)  and the action of r  is the same as the action of 
t G Um on the subscripts. Thus r  is even from the theorem. □
R em ark 5.2.4 The condition about fixing an element in the even case is neces­
sary since if cr is a {4k +  2)-cycle, then r  = a conjugates cr into itself, but is an 
odd permutation.
Let c r  be a regular permutation which is a product of k  disjoint ??%-cycles. 
From Chapter 4 we know that if m is even or k > 1 then the centraliser of c r  in 
Smk includes odd permutations. Again from Chapter 4 we know that if m is odd 
and k — I then all the elements of the centraliser in Sm of c r  — (1 , 2 , . . . ,  m) are 
even and this is the only case where the centraliser of a regular perm utation in 
Smk is the same as the centraliser in Amk- Since the above Theorem 5.2.2 shows 
tha t when k = 1 and m  is an odd square, all the elements of Um C  Sm are even, 
we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2.5 Let cr be a regular permutation which is a product of k disjoint 
m-cycles, then:
(W )  =  ^A,nk (W ) if and only if m is an odd square and A; =  1 . □
E xam ple 5.2.6 Let c r  =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 7,8,9), then
Na^ ( ( c r ) )  =  Nsg ((cr)) = Ug X Cg with order 54. □
We determined that if m is an odd square or m =  2 (mod 4) or k is even then 
all the elements of Um C Smk are even. An element u of the normaliser can be 
written as
u =  [u'; h'; Cl, . . . ,  Ck] where u' G Um C Smk, h! G Sk C. Smk,Ci E Cm-
To determine the normaliser we have to consider several cases. For the value 
of m we consider the following cases: m an odd square, m odd but not an odd
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square, m  = 2 (mod 4) and m =  0 (mod 4). For the value of k the cases to be 
considered are: A: =  1, A: >  1 odd and k even. From Chapter 4 and from the 
results of this chapter we have the following:
1. All the elements of Um C Smk are even if and only if m  is an odd square or 
m  = 2 (mod 4) or k is even,
2. All the elements of Sk C Smk are even if and only if A: ~  1 or m is even,
3. All the elements of Cm x • • • x Cm C Smk are even if and only if m  is odd.
If none of these groups includes any odd elements then the group ((cr)) =  
^Smk ((^))- If only one of these groups contains odd elements then the subgroup 
^Amk {{^)) bas index 2 in ((^)) and Na^^ ((^)) ^^ n^ be w ritten as a semidi- 
rect product. The case when the last two of these groups both contain odd 
elements never arises. If exactly two of the groups contain odd elements then ele­
ments in NA^k ((cT")) can arise as products of odd/even elements of the subgroups 
in two ways. The table below shows the different possible cases. If all elements 
of the subgroup are even we indicate this with Y; otherwise we indicate it with N.
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TABLE; 5.2.7
m k Um 9^, (Cm)"
odd square 1 Y Y Y
odd square 
odd non-sq. evenj Y N Y Um X {Cm l Ak)
odd non-sq. 1 N Y Y {Am C Uni) X Cm
2 (mod 4) 
0 (mod 4)
any l
evenj Y Y N Um K  (Bt X (Cm X  ' "  X  C m  X  C ^ ) )
odd non-sq. odd> l N N Y j The group is not a semi direct
0 (mod 4) odd N Y N
\ product. (See Examples 5.2.14 and j 5.2.15 below.)
1
2 a
2b
4a
4b
5
6
We give examples of each of these cases:
E xam ple 5.2.8 (For Case 1)
See Example 5.2.6.
E xam ple 5.2.9 (For Case 2a)
Let O' =  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9)(10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18). Here m =  9 and
k = 2. Since m is an odd square all the elements of Uq C 5is are even. All the 
elements of Cg  x Cg  are even and the centraliser is isomorphic to Cg I A 2 with 
order 81. The normaliser is isomorphic to
Ug  K  {Cg  I A 2 )  with order 486.
E xam ple 5.2.10 (For Case 2b)
Let cr = (1 , 2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 )(7 ,8 ,9)(10,11,12). Here m =  3 and k = 4. Since k is even 
all the elements of U3 C S u  are even. All the elements of C3 x  C3 x  C3 x  C3 are 
even and the centraliser is isomorphic to C3 I A 4 with order 972. The normaliser
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is isomorphic to
U3 (X (C3 I A4) with order 1944.
E xam ple 5.2.11 (For Case 3)
Let a = (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ). Here m =  7 and /c =  1. Since m =  7 is not an odd 
square half the elements of U7 C S7 are even. All the elements of C7 — (cr) are 
even. Therefore the normaliser is isomorphic to
[A7 n U7) K C7 w it h  o rd er  21.
E xam ple 5.2.12 (For Case 4a)
Let <7 =  ( 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , 6 ) ( 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 12)(13,14 ,1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 18). Here m =  6 ,  A; =  3.
Since m =  6 and 6 = 2  (mod 4) all the elements of Uq are even. In fact here
Ug =  { W, (2,6)(3,5)(8,12)(9,11)(14,18)(15,17) }.
All the elements of the copy of S3 are even and half of the elements of Cq x CqX Cq 
are even. Therefore there are
6^2 3 ! — =  1296
ways to get an even element. Hence ((^)) bas order 1296 and is a nor­
mal subgroup of Nsys, ((<^)) which has order 2 • 1296 =  2592. The normaliser is 
isomorphic to
Ug X (%  X (Cg X Cg X C3)).
Exam ple 5.2.13 (For Case 4b)
Let <7 =  (1,2,3,4)(5,6,7,8)(9,10,11,12)(13,14,15,16). Here m =  4 and A: =
4. Since k  is even all the elements of U4 C Siq  are even. Since m  is even 
all the elements of S4 C Siq  are even. The group consists of the elements of 
C4 X C4 X C4 X C4 is isomorphic to C4 x  C4 x  C4 X  Cg. Hence the normaliser is 
isomorphic to
U4 K (B4 X (C4 X  C4 X  C4 X C 2 ) )  w ith  o rd er  6144.
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E xam ple 5.2.14 (For Case 5)
Let cr — (1, 2 ,3 ,4 ,5)(6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10)(11,12,13,14,15). Here m =  5 and k — 3. Since 
m  is not an odd square and k  is odd, half the elements of U5 C Si5 are even. 
Since m is even half the elements of C5 x C5 x C5 are even and all the elements 
of the copy of S3 are even. Therefore there are 2 ways to get an even element in
the normaliser:
1. Even X  Even x Even : 750 of them;
2. Odd X  Odd x Even : 750 of them.
Notice that 750 comes from:
Therefore there are 1500 ways to get an even element. Hence ((cr)) has order 
1500 and is a normal subgroup of ((cr)) which has order 2 • 1500 =  3000.
Exam ple 5.2.15 (For Case 6)
Let cr =  (1 , 2 ,3 ,4)(5,6 ,7 ,8 )(9 ,1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ). Here m =  4, /c =  3. Since m =  4 =  0 
(mod 4) half the elements of U4 are even. In fact
U4 =  {zd, (2,4)(6,8)(10,12)}.
All the elements of the copy of S3 are even and half of the elements of C4 X C4 x C4
are even. Now there are 2 ways to get an even element:
1. Even X  Even x Even : 192 of them;
2. Odd X  Even x Odd : 192 of them.
Notice tha t 192 comes from:
. 3! T  =  192.2 2
Therefore there are 384 ways to get an even element. Hence Nai2 ((^)) bas order 
384 and is a normal subgroup of ((^)) which has order 2 • 384 =  768.
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5.3 General Case
Throughout this section, we assume that a G Sn has been w ritten as a product 
of disjoint regular permutations and we define the the Üm/s and r as in
Theorem 2.2.1.
Theorem  5.3.1 Suppose that <7 is a permutation for which the numbers m* are 
all odd squares and each km^  — 1. Then we have:
and
with index
<^(mi)/(m2) . . .  /(m ,.)
<^(lcm(mi, m 2, . . . ,  m^))
Proof:
Let a G Ns^ ((c)) • Since a “ ^cra =  cr\ (t, |<7 |) =  1 we see that
^  —  ^ m i  • • • ^ m r  with C ^ n i i  E  )  ( { C m ^  ) )  -
Since rrii  is an odd square with kmi = 1 for all i, by Corollary 5.2.5, ami even 
and therefore
Arg^((c)) =  jVA»(((7)), =  ATg((^^j(((7m,)) foi every z
and
^A ,,((c))<  ATyi(nmj((cmi)) X . . .  X #A(nrnr)(((^mr».
Proof of normality follows from Theorem 3.4.2 and using Theorem 3.4.4 the index 
can be verified to be
( j ) { m i ) 4 > ( m 2 ) . . .  4 > ( m r )
<^(lcm(mi, m 2 , . . . ,  m^))
□
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E x a m p le  5.3.2 Let a  =  (1 ,2 ,. . .  ,9 )(10 ,1 1 ,... ,34), that is cr is a product of a 
9-cycle and a 25-cycle. Since both 9 and 25 are odd squares and the index in the 
above theorem is 1 , we have
—  {Uq K  C g )  X  {U25 X  C 2 5 ) ,  
with order 27000, where Ogs =  { 1 0 ,1 1 ,... ,34}.
E x a m p le  5.3.3 Let a  G Sgo be a product of cycles of length 9 and 81, say
C =  CTg - CTgl
where erg =  (1 ,2 ,. . .  ,9) and osi = (1 0 ,1 1 ,..., 90). Let N{ = ((cr^)) for
i =  9,81 and let N  =  N a q^ ( ( c ) ) .  We know that
Now, since
we have
with index
N s U i^ ) )  = N a„{{(t)). 
<p{9) ■ < (^81) ^  i^(lcm(9,81))
N  <1 N q X Nqi 
(^(9). (^(81) =  6 .</>(lcm(9,81))
T h e o re m  5.3.4 Suppose that exactly one of the m /s  (say m i) in the above 
product of regular permutations is either an odd square with kmi > 1 , or is not 
an odd square. Then we have:
NAn ((c)) <3 Nsn ((c)) with index 2,
and
AT^n((c ) )  <  A r ^ ( n m j ( ( C m j ) x . . . X A C 4 ( n m r ) ( ( ^ m r ) )
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with index
<^(mi)/(m2) . . .  /(m ^)
^(lcm (m i, 777-2, • • •, mr))
Proof:
Let a  € A^n((c)). Since a~^aa = a* with {t, |<j|) =  1 , then
CX — (Xm.t w h e i e  CKm, C m ; a m .  — CTrn.; •
Since mg, m 3 , . . .  are all odd squares with =  km^ =  ••• =  k^r =  1 we 
see tha t 0 ^ 2 ,. - -, «mr must all be even. Since a  is even must be even too. 
Therefore
^  X  . . .  X
In order to prove the normality we let
hi e  NA(çimi){{^mi)) with hU^armhi =  <7 /^% where (ti,rrii) = 1 .
Let ti represent the inverse of U  in Umi as in Proposition 3.2.4. Let n G ( ( c ) )  
with n~^(jn = a*, and let h =  hih 2 .-.hr-  We need to show that h~^nh G
N aM o-))-
{h~^nh)~^(r{h~^nh) =  h~^n~^hah~^nh
=  /7“ ?^7.“ ^hi . . .  hrCrhr~  ^ . . .  hi~^nh
— . . . C7m/’'77h
=
  ^  tlitl — tritr— '-'mi • ' • mr
— rr * rr *——' L /  vn i * t » U r'mi  • • ^mr
< 7 * .
Since mi is either an odd square with k^i > 1 , or is not an odd square, 
A^s(%)((cmi)) will include odd elements, so we have
NAn ((c)) <1 Nsn (((%)) with index 2 .
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By Theorem  3.4.1 and Theorem  2.2.1 we have the following:
|% . ( W ) |  =  & l % . ( ( 4 ) l
=  I  iC s„W | ■ |C/|h |
=  I  kmilrrii^^i . . .  k m r ^ - </>(lcm(mi,. . .  ,rrik)). 
To find the order of the direct product we have
f /cm jrn/'”» if i =  1 ,
I A{4(fi;mj((Cmi))| =  \
I (f>{rrii) k m i ^ - otherwise.
So the order of the direct product is
i  (/>(7Tli) ‘ ‘ (f){mr) kmr^ . .
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Therefore the required index is:
< ^ ( ? 7 7 i )  .  .  .  <^{rrir)
. . . , 7Tlr))
□
E x am p le  5.3.5 Let a = ctq • ctq ■ crgi where
(76 =  (1 , 2 , . . .  ,6 )(7 ,8 ,. . . ,  1 2 ),
Cg =  (1 3 ,1 4 ,... ,21),
0-81 =  (2 2 ,2 3 ,...,  102).
Now we have \a\ = 162. Let N{ be the normaliser of subgroup generated by (7* in 
A (n,) for i =  6,9,81. Now a  E ( (c ))  conjugates cr into a* with {t, 162) =  1 . 
That is, a  ~  ae ■ ag ’ agi where ae, ag, agi conjugate C6 ,cg,Cgi into cr^ *, erg/ ogi  ^
respectively. Since 9 and 81 are odd squares and erg and asi consist of only one 
cycle, Qg and agi must be even. This means that ag must be even too. Therefore 
there is only one way to get an even element. That is
Even X Even x Even.
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Therefore
^102  ( ( c ) )  ^  Nq X  Nq X  Nqi- 
Normality can be proven easily. The size of N a iq 2 ( ( c ) )  is:
21 . 6^(^(162) . -  • 9 • 81 =  1417176.
The index of Naio2 ((c ))  in Nq x  Nq x Nsi is
/(6 ) ’ <^ (9) • /(81) _
,^(162)
Since will include odd elements we have:
((c)) <] ((cr)) with index 2 .
E x am p le  5.3.6 Let cr =  (J28 ’ cg • <725 where
C28 =  (1 , 2 , . . . ,  28),
cTg =  (2 9 ,3 0 ,...,  37),
C2 5  =  (38 ,39 , . . . ,  62).
This example is very similar to the previous one but since here we have that 
28,9,25 lead to an index of 1 in the Theorem 5.3.4, we have
^Aq2 ((c)) — A^28 X  Nq X  N25.
T h e o re m  5.3.7 Suppose tha t in the above product of regular permutations the 
number of the m /s  which are not odd squares or which are odd squares with 
kmi >  1 is two or more. Then we have:
NAn ((c)) <  Ns^ ((c)) with index 2 .
Here we have two cases:
If the m /s  do not satisfy
(?î>(mi)/(7772) . . . — <jî>(lcm(7Tli, 7TÎ2 , • • ■ , 77%^)) (5.1)
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then neither the normaliser of (a) nor the direct product of normalisers of sub­
groups generated by Cm-’s is a subgroup of the other.
If the rrii’s satisfy (5.1) then let
u = (number of Ps such that rrii is not an odd square 
or mi is an odd square with kmi >  1 ) — 1 .
Then we have
Af4(n„ij)((cmi)) X  . . .  X  Abt(nmr)((cm,r)) ^  ACn((c)) 
with index 2 “ .
Proof:
Since we have 2 or more m /s  which are not odd squares or which are odd squares 
with kmi > 1, let mi and m 2 be such numbers. First of all, since )((cmi))
will include odd elements we have:
A a„((c)) d  Y5n((c)) with index 2 .
Let a  E Ayi^((cr)) conjugate a into a* with (t, |cr|) =  1. Then a —
where ann conjugates Cm,- into <7 .^/. Since and 0^,3 can both be odd we see
that
Now let € rfA[am^){{<^mi)) conjugate into o-„4’ with t; coprime to m;. 
Their product ami • • • conjugates cr into a power of a coprime to m  if and 
only if the m /s  satisfy (5.1). Therefore
A ^ A ( n m j ( ( c m i ) ) x . . . x A A ( n m j ( ( ( ^ « % r »  <  A^^n((c))
if and only if m /s  satisfy (5.1).
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The normality can be proven easily. Now assume that m /s  satisfy (5.1), then 
4>{mj) if rrij is an odd square and fcmj=l,
W(m^) kmj ! otherwise
and
|Y a„ ((c )) | =  -  ■ </)(lcm(mi,. . .  ,m r)) • • • • • •
The index, therefore, is: cyr—r __  _ nr—f —1
2
where r  is the number of m /s  which are odd squares with krm = 1 , so u =  r  — f —1 . 
□
R e m a rk  5.3.8 By the proof of Corollary 3.4.6 the identity in (5.1) in the state­
ment of Theorem 5.3.7 is satisfied if and only if the odd parts of the m /s  are
pairwise coprime and at most one of the m /s  is divisible by 4.
E x a m p le  5.3.9 Let a = <7 4 - a u  ' C20 where
C4 =  (1 , 2 ,3 ,4), 
a u  =  ( 5 ,6 , . . . ,  16),
C20 =  (17 ,1 8 ,... ,36).
Now |(j| =  60 =  lcm (4,12,20). Let N  =  AVxgg ((c)) and
Ni =  NA{çii) ( ( c / )  for i ~  4,12,20.
Now, an element, say a , of N  conjugates a into a^ where ( /  60) =  1. That is, 
a  =  0 4  * «12 • «20  with ai conjugating <7* into <7/  for i = 4,12,20. We notice that, 
for example, 0:4 and «12 can be both odd. Therefore
N  ^  N 4 X N u  X 7/ 20-
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Now assume that 0:4 G  N4 conjugates 0-4 into <74^ , a i 2 G  N u  conjugates <Ji2 into 
Ci2^, «20  G  N 20 conjugates a2o into crgo^ , Then <74 • <712 • C20 conjugates cr into 
<74  ^ • (7 u^  • (720  ^ which is not a power of cr. Therefore N 4 x  N 12 X N 20 cannot be a 
subgroup of N .  Notice that one can always find such numbers if the m /s  do not 
satisfy (5.1).
E x a m p le  5.3.10 Let cr =  0-4 • <77 • erg • cr^ g where
CT4 =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) ( 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ) ,
(77 =  ( 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 ) ,
(79 =  ( 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 ) ,
(710 =  ( 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 7 , 2 8 , 2 9 , 3 0 , 3 1 , 3 2 , 3 3 , 3 4 ) .
Now |(7 | =  1260 =  lcm (4,7,9,10). Let N  =  NA34 ((cr)) and
Ni ~  NA(iii) ((m)) for i = 4 ,7 ,9,10.
Now, an element, say a ,  of N  conjugates cr into a* where (t, 1260) =  1. That 
is, a  = a 4 ‘ ar ’ ag ■ with CK, conjugating <7j into cr/ for i = 4 ,7 ,9 ,10. We 
notice that, for example, 0:4 and ar  can be both odd. Therefore N  cannot be a 
subgroup of N 4 X Nr X Nq X Niq,
Now assume that ai  G  Ni conjugates cr^  into cr/' for i = 4 ,7 ,9 ,10 where 
{ti, i) — 1. Then c%4 - 0:7 - CKg - aio conjugates cr into (74 *^* • • crg*^  • crio^ °^ which is
always a coprime power of cr since 4 ,7 ,9 , 1 0  satisfy (5.1). Or in other words the 
map
/  • Ui260 ---  ^ U4 X Ur X Uq X Ulo
defined by
f{ x )  = {x mod 4, x mod 7, x mod 9, x mod 10) 
is an isomorphism. Therefore
N 4 X Nr X Nq X Niq <] N
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To find the index we have:
p .I .|W | =  <l>{i) • —  for i — 4,7,10
while
|Ng| =  </(9) • 9 (since 9 is an odd square and kg =  1.)
So the index is
4 • (6112601 • 2! • 42 . 7 • 9 • 10 4.^ . <^(1260). !. ^ .1(^4)^ 2!.42 _ . 9 . i m 10
2 ' □
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5.4 A Subgroup Lattice Diagram
In this section we summarise some of main results we obtained. The lattice 
diagram in Figure 5.1 shows the relations among the groups we have studied in 
this work.
An n (cr)
Figure 5.1: Subgroup lattice diagram of centralisers and normalisers
Now let cr be an element of Sn with no fixed point. Let c  be a product of 
k\ disjoint ?7ii-cycles, . . .  , kr disjoint mr-cycles. Then in the subgroup lattice 
diagram:
1 . * is an isomorphism if and only if a  is an even permutation,
2 . ** is an isomorphism if and only if ki — 1 and m* is odd for every i (see the
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proof of Theorem 4.3.2),
3 . *** is an isomorphism if and only if k{ — 1 and rrii is an odd square for every 
i; otherwise the subgroup has index 2 (by Theorems 5.3.1, 5.3.4, 5.3.7).
We also examined the relationship between the centraliser/ normaliser of cr 
and the direct product of the centralisers/ normaliser of regular parts in Sn and 
A„. We also have given the index of the subgroup for each case. The following 
list tells you where you can find them:
1 . For centralisers in Sn see Theorem 2.2.1.
2. For normalisers in Sn see Theorems 3.4.2, 3.4.4.
3. For centralisers in An see Theorem 4.3.2.
4. For normalisers in An see Theorems 5.3.1, 5.3.4, 5.3.7.
Chapter 6
Developing the GAP Package
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will give some functions and programs that we used in this 
work. The GAP language is described clearly in [18], which we refer as The 
GAP Manual. These functions and programs will be useful for someone who is 
interested in computational group theory, especially in perm utation groups. Some 
other functions and programs can be found in [1], but some of those functions 
come as standard in the new versions of GAP. For a complete list of functions see 
The GAP Manual. The functions we give here are written in GAP version 3.4.4.
On starting GAP one sees the following; (see Figure 6.1)
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######## 
### #### L e h r s t u h l  D f u e r  Mathematik RWTH Aachen
## ##
## #
##
## #
#### ##
##### ############ #
#
##
###
## #
## #
## #
## #
## #
### ## 
######
#######
# ##
# ##
## #
## ###########
V ers io n  3 
R e le a s e  4 . 4  
18 Apr 97
#########  
## # ##
# ##
# ##
## #########
#
#
#
#
gap>
A l ic e  Niemeyer,  
Johannes  M eie r ,  
F rank  C e l l e r ,  
Thomas B ren e r ,  
Volkmar F e l s c h ,  
Ansgar Kanp, 
B e t t i n a  Kick 
For  h e l p  e n t e r :
Werner N ic k e l ,  
Alex Wegner, 
Jne rgen  Mnich, 
Goetz P f e i f f e r ,  
Heiko T h e i s s e n ,  
Akos S e r e s s ,
?< re tn rn>
M ar t in  Schoene r t  
Thomas Bischops  
Udo P o l i s  
Hans U. Besche 
Alexande r  Hnlpke 
E r z s e b e t  Horva th
Figure 6.1: The GAP banner.
This GAP banner is just a greeting and it is not im portant in the program. It 
is followed by the GAP prompt: “g a p > ” and it indicates tha t GAP expects you 
to enter some command. After each computation the prompt appears again. If 
this prompt did not appear it would mean that either GAP was still computing or 
an error had occured. The word “q u it;” after the prompt with the <newline> or 
< return> key will exit you from GAP and take you back from where you started. 
To compute an expression in GAP you write it after the prompt and then end 
it with a semi-colon. On pressing < return> GAP will then attem pt to evaluate 
the expression.
The operations in GAP depend on the type of input. For example, to calculate 
the product of integers 2 and 3, we type 2*3; after the prompt and the press the 
< return> key to get 6 . i.e.,
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gap> 2*3;
6
gap>
Throughout this work, the output tha t GAP returns is printed in ty p e w r i te r  
font and the input given to GAP by the user is printed in b o ld -ty p e  w r ite r  font.
Permutations in GAP operate on positive integers, and they are entered and 
displayed in cycle notation. 
gap> (1 ,2 ,3);
(1 .2 .3 )
gap> (1 ,2 ,3) * (2 ,3 ,4);
( 1 .3 ) (2 ,4 )
gap>
Now we give the following example:
E x a m p le  6 .1 .1  In this example we compute the centraliser of a  and normaliser 
of (cr) in Se, where a =  (1 ,2 ,3)(4,5 ,6 ). We use GAP to calculate the orders of 
Se, the centraliser and the normaliser.
gap> s6  :=  G ro u p (( l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ) ,( l ,2 ) ) ;
GroupC ( 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , 6 ) ,  (1 ,2 )  ) 
gap> s ig m a :=  (1 ,2 ,3 )(4 ,5 ,6 );
( 1 .2 .3 ) ( 4 ,6 ,6 )
gap> h  :=  S u b g ro u p (s 6 ,[sigm a]);
Subgroup( GroupC ( 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , 6 ) ,  (1 ,2 )  ) ,  [ ( 1 ,2 ,3 ) ( 4 ,5 ,6 )  ] ) 
gap> S ize(h );
3
gap> c :=  C e n tra liz e r(s 6 ,s igm a);
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Subgroup( GroupC ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 1 ,2 )  ) ,
[ ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 )  ] ) 
gap> 11 :=  N orm alizer(s6,h);
Subgroup( Groupe ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  (1 ,2 )  ) ,
[ ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 2 , 3 ) ( 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 )  ] ) 
gap> Size(s6); Size(c); Size(n);
720
18
36
gap> quit;
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6.2 Functions
F u n c tio n  6.2.1 The function c y c le (n ) returns (1,2, while the second
form c y c le (n ,b )  returns (6 , 6+ 1 , . . . ,  6 + n —1 ), i.e. the cycle of length n with first 
symbol b. Remember to use it with lowercase c because Cycle is a predefined 
function in GAP.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c y c l e  := f u n c t i o n ( a r g )  
l o c a l  n , b , p , i ;  
i f  L e n g t h ( a r g ) = l  t h e n  
i f  I s i n t ( a r g [ l ] ) t h e n  
i f  a r g [ l ] <  1 t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 0 " ) ;  
f i ;
e l s e
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r " ) ;
f i ;
f i ;
i f  L e n g t h ( a r g ) =2 t h e n
i f  I s I n t ( a r g [ l ] ) and I s I n t ( a r g [2])  t h e n  
i f  a r g [ l ] < l  o r  a r g [ 2 ] < l  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t s  must me > 0 " ) ;
f i ;
e l s e
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t s  must be i n t e g e r s " ) ;
f i ;
f i ;
n : = a r g [ l ] ;
i
...J
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i f  L e n g th (a rg )= 2  t h e n  b ; = a r g [ 2 ] ;  e l s e  b : = l ;  f i ;  
p : = ( ) ;
f o r  i  i n  [ b + l . . b + n - l ]  do p : = p * ( b , i ) ;  od;
r e t u r n  p;
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x a m p l e  6.2.2 
gap> c y c l e (6);
(1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) 
gap> cyc le (5 ,3 ) ;
( 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 )  
gap>
F u n c t i o n  6 .2 .3  The function MovedPoints (p) returns the list of points which 
are moved by p in an increasing order.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MovedPoints  := f u n c t i o n ( p )
l o c a l  i , m , l ;
i f  n o t  I sPerm(p) t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be a p e r m u t a t i o n " ) ;
f i ;
1 : = [ ] ;  I
ii f  p=()  t h e n  r e t u r n  [ ] ;  f i ;  jIm:=LargestMovedPoin tPerm(p) ; I
f o r  i  i n  [ l . . m ]  do j
i f  i ' p o i  t h e n  A d d ( l , i ) ;  f i ;  IIod; j
r e t u r n  1; ;
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end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x am p le  6 .2.4
gap> M o v e d P o in ts ( (2 ,3 ,5 )( l,6 )) ;
[ 1, 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 ] 
gap> M o v ed P o in ts(O );
[ ] 
gap>
F u n c tio n  6.2.5 The function IsC y cle (p ) returns true if the perm utation p is 
a cycle, returns false otherwise. This function uses GAP’s C y c le (p ,s )  function 
which returns the orbit of the point s i n  p.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I s C y c le  := f u n c t i o n ( p )
l o c a l  mp, s ;
i f  n o t  IsPerm(p)  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be a p e r m u t a t i o n " ) ;  
f i ;
i f  p=()  t h e n  r e t u r n  t r u e ;  f i ;  
mp: =M ovedPoin ts (p ) ; 
s :=Smalles tMovedPoin tPerm(p) ; 
i f  L eng th (C yc le (p , s ) )= L e ng th (m p)  t h e n  
r e t u r n  t r u e ;  
e l s e
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
end;
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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E x am p le  6 .2.6
gap> IsC y c le ((2 ,3 ,5 )( l ,6 )) ;
f a l s e
gap> IsC y c le ((5 ,6 ,7 )); IsC y c le (());
t r u e
t r u e
gap>
F u n c tio n  6 .2 .7  The function RegularPerm(ni,k) produces a regular perm uta­
tion which is a product of k disjoint m-cycles. This function is also very useful to 
produce cycles since RegularPerm(m, 1) produces ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m).
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RegularPerm := f u n c t i o n ( m , k )  
l o c a l  i , j , x ;
i f  n o t  I s i n t ( m )  o r  n o t  I s i n t ( k )  t h e n
E r r o r ( " a r g u m e n t s  must be p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s " ) ;
f i ;
i f  m<0 o r  k<0 th e n
E r r o r ( " a r g u m e n t s  must be p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s " ) ;
f i ;
x:  = ()  ;
f o r  i  i n  [ 0 . . k - l ]  do
f o r  j  i n  [ 1 . .m-1] do
x:=  X * (m * i+ l ,m * i+ i+ j ) ;
od;
od;
r e t u r n  x; 
end;
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# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x a m p le  6.2.8
gap> R eg u la rP e rm (3 ,4 );
( 1, 2,  3 ) (  4 ,  5,  6 ) (  7 ,  8,  9 ) ( 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 )  
gap>
F u n c tio n  6 .2.9 The function L is tT o C y c le (l)  produces a cycle, say æ, from 
list 1  of integers, where x  maps l [ i ]  into l [ i + l ] .  In other words, x is the cycle 
which is obtained from 1  by replacing square brackets with parentheses.
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L is tT oC yc le  := f u n c t i o n ( l )
l o c a l  p , i , f 1;
i f  n o t  I s L i s t ( l )  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be a l i s t " ) ;
f i ;
f 1 : = F l a t (1);
i f  l O f l  o r  L e n g t h ( S e t ( l ) ) O L e n g t h ( f l )  t h e n
E r r o r ( " l i s t  must no t  have h o l e s  o r  r e p e a t e d  e l e m e n t s " ) ;
f  i ;
p:  = ()  ;
f o r  i  i n  [ 2 . . L e n g t h ( l ) ]  do 
p : = p * ( l [ l ]  , l [ i ] ) ;  
od;
r e t u r n  p ; 
end;
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x a m p le  6 .2.10
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gap> L i s tT o C y c le ( [ l , 2 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,6 ] ) ;
( 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 7 , 6)
gap> L i s tT o C y c le ( [2 ,3 ,4 , l ] ) ;
( 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 )  
gap>
F u n c t i o n  6.2.11 The function GycleToLis t  (c) produces the list 1 of integers 
in c s tar ting from the minimum symbol and then the image of it and so on.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
G ycleToLis t  := f u n c t i o n ( c )  
l o c a l  p , m , l , p o s ;  
i f  n o t  I s C y c l e ( c )  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be a c y c l e " ) ;
f i ;
i f  c - O  t h e n  r e t u r n  [] ; f i ;  
m :=Smal les tM ovedPoin tPerm(c) ;
1 : = [m] ; 
p o s : = 1 ; 
r e p e a t
p : = l [ p o s ] " c ;  
p o s := p o s + l ;  
l [ p o s ]  :=p;
u n t i l  p' 'c=m; i
r e t u r n  1; 
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x a m p l e  6 .2 .12
gap> G y c le T o L i s t ( (2 ,1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,6 ) ) ;
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[ 1, 3 ,  5,  7 ,  6,  2 ] 
gap>
F u n c tio n  6.2 .13 The function S(n) returns the symmetric group if n is an 
integer, or returns the symmetric group on n when n is a list of positive integers. 
GAP has already SymiaetricGroup(n) function for an integer n which produces
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S := f u n c t i o n ( a r g )  
l o c a l  n , l , f l ;  
i f  I s i n t ( a r g [1])  t h e n  
n : = a r g [ l ] ;
r e tu r n ( S y m m e t r i c G ro u p ( n ) ) ; 
e l i f  I s L i s t ( a r g C l ] ) t h e n  
l : = a r g [ l ]  ; 
f l : = F l a t (1 ) ;
i f  l O f l  o r  Length (S e t  ( f l ) ) O L e n g t h ( f l )  t h e n  
E r r o r ( " t h e  l i s t  must n o t  c o n t a i n  h o l e s  
o r  r e p e a t e d  e l e m e n t s " ) ;
f i ;
n : = L e n g t h ( l ) ; 
i f  n=l  t h e n
r e t u r n  Group( ( ) ) ;
e l s e
r e t u r n  Group( L i s t T o C y c l e ( 1 ) , ( 1 [ 1 ] , 1 [ 2 ] ) ) ;
f i ;
e l s e
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 1
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o r  a l i s t  of  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s " ) ;
f i ;
end;
#     ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.14  
gap> S(6);
GroupC (1 , 6) ,  ( 2 ,6 ) ,  ( 3 ,6 ) ,  ( 4 ,6 ) ,  (5 ,6 )  ) 
gap> S ([l,2 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,8 ]);
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8) ,  (1 ,2 )  )
gap>
Function 6.2.15 The function A(n) returns the alternating group A„ if n is an 
integer, or returns the alternat ing group on n when n is a list of positive integers.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A := f u n c t i o n ( a r g )  
l o c a l  n , l , f l ;  
i f  I s i n t ( a r g [1] )  t h e n  
n : = a r g [ l ]  ; 
i f  n <2 t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 1" ) ; 
e l i f  n=2 t h e n
r e t u r n  Group( ( ) ) ;  
e l i f  n mod 2 = 0  t h e n
r e t u r n  Group( c y c l e ( n - l ) , ( 1 , 2 , n ) ) ;
e l s e
r e t u r n  Group( c y c l e ( n ) , ( l , 2 , n ) ) ;
f  i  ;
e l i f  I s L i s t ( a r g [1])  t h e n
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l : = a r g [ l ]  ; 
f l : = F l a t ( l ) ;
i f  l O f l  o r  Length (S e t  ( f  1) ) <>Length(f  1) t h e n  
E r r o r ( " t h e  l i s t  must n o t  c o n t a i n  h o l e s  
o r  r e p e a t e d  e l e m e n t s " ) ;
f i ;
n : = L e n g t h ( l ) ; 
i f  n=2 t h e n
r e t u r n  Group( ( ) ) ;  
e l i f  n mod 2 = 0  t h e n  
r e t u r n
Group (L is tToCycle  ( l ) * ( l [ i ]  , l [ n ] ) , (1[1]  , 1 [2] , 1 [n] ) ) ; 
e l s e
r e t u r n  Group( L i s t T o C y c l e ( 1 ) , ( 1 [ 1 ] , 1 [ 2 ] , l [ n ]  ) ) ;
f  i  ;
e l s e
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 1
o r  a  l i s t  o f  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s " ) ;
f i ;
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Exam ple 6.2.16  
gap> A (5);
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) ,  ( 1 ,2 ,5 )  ) 
gap> A([2,4,5,6,8,9]);
Group( ( 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8) ,  ( 2 ,4 ,9 )  )
gap>
Function 6.2.17 The function Coprim eList (n) returns the list of positive in­
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tegers which are coprime to n and less than  n, where n is a positive integer.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copr im eLis t  := f u n c t i o n  (n) 
l o c a l  i , l ;
i f  n o t  I s i n t ( n )  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 0" ) ;
f i ;
i f  n< l  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be an i n t e g e r  > 0" ) ;
f i ;
1 : = [] ;
f o r  i  i n  [ 1 . . n - 1] do
i f  G c d ( i , n ) = l  t h e n  A d d ( l , i ) ;  f i ;  
od; 
r e t u r n  1 ; 
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.18  
gap> CoprimeList (18);
C 1, 5 , 7 , 11, 13, 17 ] 
gap>
F u n c t i o n  6.2 .19  The function D e l e t e d ( l , x )  returns a list with x deleted from 
1 . It also deletes holes, but  it does not change the value of 1 .
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D e le t e d  := f u n c t i o n ( l , x )
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i f  n o t  I s L i s t (1)  t h e n
E r r o r ( " f i r s t  argument must be a l i s t " ) ;
f i ;
r e t u r n  F i l t e r e d ( l , y - > ( y O x ) ) ; 
end;
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6 .2.20 
gap> ls t:=[l ,2 ,3 ,„5,6,2];
[ 1, 2, 3 , , ,  5, 6 , 2 ] 
gap> d:=Deleted( ls t ,2 );
C 1, 3 , 5 , 6 3 
gap> 1st;
[ 1, 2, 3 , , ,  5, 6 , 2 ]
gap>
Function 6.2.21 The function CyclesOfPerm(p) returns a list of cycles in p
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CyclesOfPerm := f u n c t i o n ( p )  
l o c a l  l , m p , x , k e e p x , s u b l ;
i f  n o t  I sPerm(p)  t h e n
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t  must be a p e r m u t a t i o n " ) ;
f i ;
i f  p=()  t h e n  r e t u r n  [] ; f i ;
1 : = [];
mp:=M ovedPoin ts(p) ; 
r e p e a t
x := m p [ l ] ;  m p ;= D e le ted (m p ,x ) ;
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keepx :=x ;  
s u b l : = [ x ] ; 
r e p e a t  
x :=x"p ;
A d d ( s u b l , x ) ; mp:=Dele ted(mp,x) ;  
u n t i l  x"p=keepx;
A d d ( l , L i s t T o C y c l e ( s u b l ) ) ;  
u n t i l  mp= [] ; 
r e t u r n  1 ; 
end;
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6 .2.22 
gap> C yclesO fP erm ((4 ,5 )(6 ,7 ,l) (8 ,9 ,10 ,2 ));
[ ( 1 ,6 ,7 ) ,  ( 2, 8 , 9 ,1 0 ) , (4 ,5 ) ] 
gap>
Function 6.2.23 The function S h ifL is t  (1 ,n) returns a list which is construc­
ted by shifting (with wraparound) the elements of 1 n times forward. When 
n is a negative integer the list will be shifted backwards. This function uses 
G AP’s P e rm u ted (lis t,p e rm ) function which permutes l i s t  according to the 
given perm utation perm.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S h i f t L i s t  := f u n c t i o n a l , n )
i f  n o t  I s L i s t (1) t h e n
E r r o r ( " f i r s t  argument must be a l i s t " )  ;
f i ;
i f  n o t  I s i n t ( n )  t h e n
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E r r o r C ' s e c o n d  argument must be an i n t e g e r " ) ;  
f i ;
r e t u r n  P e r m u t e d ( l ,  c y c l e  (Length  ( l ) ) ‘'n )  ; 
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E xam ple 6.2.24  
gap> ShiftList([ l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5], l );
[ 5, 1, 2,  3, 4 ]
gap> ShiftList([l,2,3,4,5],-202);
[ 3 , 4 , 5, 1, 2 ] 
gap>
Function 6.2.25 The function ConjugatesTwoCycles ( c l , c2 ,x)  returns a per­
mutat ion which conjugates c l  into c 2 and fixes the symbol x. Here, c l  and c 2 
must be two cycles acting on the same set of symbols and x must  be a symbol 
which occurs in c l .
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ConjugatesTwoCycles := f u n c t i o n ( c l , c 2 , x )
l o c a l  1 1 , 1 2 ; 
i f  ( n o t  I s C y c l e ( c l ) )  o r  
(no t  I s C y c l e ( c 2 ) )  or  
(no t  I s i n t ( x ) )  t h e n  
E r r o r ( " u s a g e : Con juga tesTwoCycles(<cycle> , < c y c le> , < i n t > ) " ) ;
f i ;
11 : = C y c l e T o L i s t ( c l ) ;
12 : = C y c le T o L i s t ( c 2 ) ;
i f  S e t ( l l ) O S e t (12) t h e n
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E r r o r ( " c y c l e s  must a c t  on t h e  same s e t  of  sym bols" ) ;
f i ;
i f  n o t  (x i n  11 ) t h e n
E r r o r ( x , "  must be a symbol i n  " , c l , " \ n " ) ;
f i ;
w h i l e  P o s i t i o n (1 1 ,x )< > P o s i t i o n ( 1 2 ,x )  do 
12 : = S h i f t L i s t ( 1 2 ,1 ) ;  
od;
r e t u r n  M app ingP erm L is tL is t (11,12)  ; 
end;
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.26  
gap> s igma:=(l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8);
( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 )
gap> ConjugatesTwoCycles(s igma,s igma''3,l );  
( 2 , 4 ) ( 3 , 7 ) ( 6 , 8) 
gap>
Function 6.2.27 The function Commute(h,k) returns true if the elements of the 
group h commute with the elements of the group k, returns false otherwise.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Commute := f u n c t i o n ( h , k )  
l o c a l  a , b , g e n h , g e n k ;
i f  (no t  I sG ro u p (h ) )  o r  (no t  I sG roup (k ) )  t h e n  
E r r o r ( " a r g u m e n t s  must be g r o u p s " ) ;
f i ;
g e n h : = h . g e n e r a t o r s  ; 
g e n k : = k . g e n e r a t  o r s ;
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f o r  a i n  genh do
f o r  b i n  genk do
i f  a*b<>b*a t h e n  r e t u r n  f a l s e ;  f i ;  
od;
od;
r e t u r n  t r u e ;  
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.28  
gap> C om m ute  (A (4 ) ,S (3)); 
f a l s e
gap> Commute(A(3),S([4 ,5 ,6 ]) );
it r u e  I
igap> j
i
Function 6.2.29 In GAP a “set” is an ordered list with no holes. The function |
S e tP ro d u c t  ( h ,k )  returns the set product of two perm utation groups. If h is a j
complete set of elements of a group g then the boolean expression h=g returns 1
t r u e  in GAP. Therefore this function can be used to determine whether a group I
is equal to the set product of its two subgroups. I
#---------------------------  I
S e tP r o d u c t  := f u n c t i o n ( h , k )  j
l o c a l  s , a , e l h ;  J
i f  n o t  IsPermGroup(h) o r  n o t  IsPermGroup(k) t h e n  
E r r o r ( " a r g u m e n t s  must be p e rm u t a t i o n  g r o u p s " ) ;
f i ;
s :  = [] ;
e l h  := E le m e n t s (h ) ;
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f o r  a  i n  e l h  do
U n i t e S e t ( s , S e t ( E le m e n t s ( a * k ) ) ) ;
od;
r e t u r n  s ;  
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.30
gap> h :=G rou p ( ( l ,2 ,3 ) ) ;  k:=Group((4 ,5 ,6)) ;
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  )
Group( (4 ,5 ,6 )  ) 
gap> g := G rou p(( l ,2 ,3 ) , (4 ,5 ,6 ) ) ;
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  (4 ,5 ,6 )  ) 
gap> g=SetProduct (h ,k ) ;  
true  
gap>
Function 6.2.31 The function I s I n t e r n a l D i r e c t P r o d u c t  ( g , h , k) returns true 
if g is the direct product of its subgroups h and k, false otherwise.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I s I n t e r n a l D i r e c t P r o d u c t  := f u n c t i o n ( g , h , k )  
i f  n o t  IsPermGroup(g) o r
n o t  IsPermGroup(h) o r  !
n o t  IsPermGroup(k) t h e n  |
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t s  must be p e rm u t a t i o n  g r o u p s " ) ; |
f i ;  j
i f  S i z e ( g ) O S i z e ( h ) * S i z e ( k )  t h e n  I
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;  i
f i ;
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i f  n o t  I sN orm al (g ,h )  o r  n o t  I sN orm al(g ,k )  th e n  
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
i f  L e n g t h ( E l e m e n t s ( I n t e r s e c t i o n ( h , k ) ) )  > 1 t h e n  
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
i f  S u b g r o u p ( g , U n i o n ( h . g e n e r a t o r s , k . g e n e r a t o r s ) ) = g  t h e n  
r e t u r n  t r u e ;  
e l s e
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f  i  ; 
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Example  6.2.32
gap> g := G rou p(( l ,2 ,3 ) , (4 ,5 ,6 ) ) ;
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 4 ,5 ,6 )  ) 
gap> h;=Subgroup(g,[( l ,2 ,3)]) ;
Subgroup( Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  (4 ,5 ,6 )  ) ,  [ ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  ] ) 
gap> k:=Subgroup(g,[(4 ,5,6)]) ;
Subgroup( Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 4 ,5 ,6 )  ) ,  [ (4 ,5 ,6 )  ] )
gap> IsInternalDirectProduct(g,h ,k);
t r u e
gap>
Function 6.2.33 The function I s S e m iD irec tP ro d u c t  ( g , n , k )  returns true if g 
is the semi direct direct product of its normal subgroup n by k, false otherwise,
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I s S e m iD i r e c tP ro d u c t  := f u n c t i o n ( g , n , k )
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i f  n o t  IsPermGroup(g) o r  
n o t  IsPermGronp(n) o r  
n o t  IsPermGroup(k) t h e n  
E r ro r ( " a rg u m e n t s  must be p e r m u t a t i o n  g r o u p s " ) ;
f i ;
i f  S i z e ( g ) O S i z e ( n ) * S i z e ( k )  t h e n  
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;  
f i ;
i f  n o t  IsMormal (g ,n)  o r  n o t  I s S u b g ro u p (g ,k )  t h e n  
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
i f  L e n g t h ( E l e m e n t s ( I n t e r s e c t i o n ( n , k ) ) )>1 t h e n  
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
i f  S u b g r o u p ( g , U n i o n ( n . g e n e r a t o r s , k . g e n e r a t o r s ) ) = g  t h e n  
r e t u r n  t r u e ;
e l s e
r e t u r n  f a l s e ;
f i ;
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E x a m p le  6 .2.34
gap> g : = G r o u p ( ( l , 2 , 3 ) , ( l , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 ) ) ;  g . n a m e : = " G " ;
Group( ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 )  )
"G"
gap> n : = S u b g r o u p ( g , [ ( l , 2 , 3 ) , ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ] ) ;
Subgroup( G, [ ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 4 , 5 , 6 )  ] ) 
gap> k : = S u b g r o u p ( g , [ ( l , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 ) ] ) ;
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SubgroupC G, [ ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 )  ] ) 
gap> I s S e m i D i r e c t P r o d u c t ( g , n , k ) ;  
t r u e  
gap>
F u n c tio n  6.2 .35 The function U(m,k) returns the set Um  which was mentioned 
in Chapter 3.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
U := func t ion ( i t i ,k )  
l o c a l  s , s i g m a , l , c , f s , x , i ;
s ig m a :=Regu la rPe rm (m ,k) ;
1 : =C opr im eL is t (m ) ;
RemoveSet ( 1 , 1 ) ;  
s: = [ ( ) ] ;  
f o r  i  i n  1 do 
c:  = () ; 
f s :=1 ;
f o r  X i n  CyclesOfPerm(sigma) do
c : = c * C o n j u g a t e s T w o C y c l e s ( x ,x " i , f s ) ; 
f s :=fs+m; 
od;
A d d S e t ( s , c ) ;
od;
r e t u r n  s ;  
end;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Exam ple 6.2.36
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gap> U (5 ,2 ) ;
[ ( ) ,  ( 2 ,  3 ,  5,  4 ) (  7 ,  8 , 1 0 ,  9 ) ,  ( 2,  4 ,  5,  3 ) (  7 ,  9 , 1 0 ,  8 ) ,
( 2 ,  5 ) (  3 ,  4 ) (  7 ,1 0 )  ( 8 , 9) ]
gap>
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6.3 Program s
P ro g ra m  6.3.1 The permutations which conjugate a — (1,2, into all
coprime powers of a  and fix m  are sometimes all even. The following program 
finds such m where 2 ^  m ^  100.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
f o r  m i n  [2 . . 100] do 
cpm:=C oprim eLis t (m ) ; 
lcpm:=Length(cpm); 
fo u n d o d d : = f a l s e ;
1 :=1 ;
c : = c y c l e ( m ) ; 
r e p e a t
p o w e r := c p m [ i ] ;
i f  S ignPerm(ConjugatesTwoCycles (c,empower ,m))=- l  t h e n  
fo u n d o d d := t r u e ; 
f i ;
i : = i + l ;
u n t i l  foundodd= t rue  o r  i>lcpm; 
i f  fo u n d o d d = fa l s e  t h e n  P r i n t ( m , "  " ) ;  f i ;  
od;
P r i n t ( " \ n " ) ; I
Output: I
2 6 9 10 14 18 22 25 26 30 34 38 42 46 49 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 j
78 81 82 86 90 94 98 j
IP ro g ra m  6.3.2 In this program first we calculate a , (3 and 7  which generate j
!
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G =  Cm I Sk- Then the direct factors of G will be printed out. By changing 
the values of m and k one can find out if Cm Î •S'a; is a direct product. Since this 
program first finds all the normal subgroups of G it takes a long time. Therefore 
it is not useful for large groups.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
m:=3; k :=2 ;
a l p h a  : = c y c l e ( m ) ; b e t a :  = ( ) ;  
f o r  i  i n  [ 1 . .m] do 
b e t a : = b e t a * ( i , m + i ) ; 
od;
i f  k=l  t h e n  b e t a : = ( ) ;  f i ;
gamma: = ( ) ;
f o r  i  i n  [ l . . m ]  do
c:  = () ;
f o r  j  i n  [ 1 . . k - 1] do 
c : = c * ( i , j * m + i ) ; 
od;
gamma :=gamma*c; 
od;
g : =Group( a l p h a , b e t  a , gamma); g . n a m e := " g " ;
P r i n t ( " F i n d i n g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s . . . . \ n " ) ; 
n s l i s t  := MormalSubgroups(g) ;
P r i n t ( "Done. \ n " ) ;
n s l i s t  : = D e l e t e d ( n s l i s t , S u b g r o u p ( g , [ ] ) ) ;  
n s l i s t  : = D e l e t e d ( n s l i s t , g ) ;
s i z e g : = S i z e ( g ) ;
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P r i n t ( " S i z e  of  g iv e n  group : ” , s i z e g , " \ n " ) ; 
s i  := L i s t ( n s l i s t , S i z e ) ;
P r i n t ( " S i z e  l i s t  of  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  of  g iv e n  group : \ n " ) ; 
P r i n t ( s i , " \ n ” ) ;
I n  := L e n g t h ( n s l i s t ) ;  
d i r e c t p r o d u c t := f a l s e ;
f o r  i  i n  [ l . . l n - l ]  do 
f o r  j  i n  [ i + l . . l n ]  do 
h : = n s l i s t [ i ] ; 
k : = n s l i s t  [ j ] ;
i f  I s I n t e r n a l D i r e c t P r o d u c t ( g , h , k )  th e n  
d i r e c t p r o d u c t  := t r u e ;
P r i n t ( " G i v e n  group i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  of  t h e  " ) ;
P r i n t ( i , " .  and \ n " ) ;
P r i n t ( " s u b g r o u p s  in  t h e  l i s t  " ) ;
P r i n t ( " o f  o r d e r s  " , s l [ i ] , "  and " , s i [ j ] , " \ n " ) ;
P r i n t ( n s l i s t  [ i ] , " \ n " , n s l i s t [ j ] , " \ n \ n " ) ;
f i ;
od;
od;
i f  n o t  d i r e c t p r o d u c t  t h e n
P r i n t ( " G i v e n  group i s  n o t  a  d i r e c t  p r o d u c t . \ n " ) ;
f  i ;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
O u t p u t :
F i n d in g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s . . . .
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Done.
S iz e  o f  g iv e n  group : 18
S i z e  l i s t  o f  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  of  g iv e n  group :
[ 3 , 3 , 6, 9 ]
Given group i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  of  t h e  1. and 3. 
subgroups  i n  t h e  l i s t  of  o r d e r s  3 and 6
SubgroupC g ,  [ ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 )  ] )
SubgroupC g , [ ( 1 ,2 ,3 ) ( 4 ,6 ,5 ) ,  ( 1 ,4 ) ( 2 ,5 ) ( 3 ,6 )  ] )
O u t p u t :  (whenm=3, k=3)
F i n d in g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s , . . .
Done.
S iz e  o f  g iv e n  group  : 162
S iz e  l i s t  o f  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  of  g iv e n  group :
[ 3 ,  9,  27,  27,  54, 81 ]
Given group i s  n o t  a d i r e c t  p r o d u c t .
P r o g r a m  6 .3 .3  In this program we first we calculate a , /?  and 7  and the set Um  
which generate the normaliser of a regular permutat ion which is a product  of k  
disjoint m-cycles in Smk^ Then the direct factors of the normaliser are printed 
out. By changing the values of m and k one can find out if the normaliser is a 
direct product.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
m:=3; k := 2 ;
sigma := R egu la rP erm (m ,k ) ; 
a l p h a  := c y c le ( m ) ; b e t a :  = ( ) ;  
f o r  i  i n  [ l . . m ]  do
b e t a : = b e t a * ( i , m + i ) ; 1
1
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od;
i f  k= l  t h e n  b e t a : = ( ) ;  f i ;
gamma: = ( ) ;
f o r  i  i n  [ 1 . .m] do
c:  = () ;
f o r  j  i n  [ 1 . . k - 1] do 
c : = c * ( i , j * m + i ) ; 
od;
gamma :=gamma*c; 
od;
P r i n t ( " m = " , m , " , k = " , k , " \ n " ) ;
P r i n t ( " s i g m a = " , s i g m a , " \ n \ n " ) ;
n :=Group(Union( [a lpha ,be ta ,ga m m a ] ,U (m ,k ) ) , ( ) ) ;
P r i n t ( " F i n d i n g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s . . . . \ n " ) ;  
n s l i s t  := MorraalSubgroups(n);
P r i n t ( " D o n e . \ n " ) ;
n s l i s t  ; = D e l e t e d ( n s l i s t , S u b g r o u p ( n , [ ] ) ) ;  
n s l i s t  : = D e l e t e d ( n s l i s t , n ) ;
P r in t ( " N = N o rm a l iz e r  of  <sigma> : \ n " , n , " \ n \ n " ) ; 
n .nam e:="N " ;
P r i n t ( " S i z e  of  N: " , S i z e ( n ) , " \ n \ n " ) ; 
s i  := L i s t ( n s l i s t , S i z e ) ;
P r i n t ( " S i z e  l i s t  of  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  i s :  \ n " , s i , " \ n " ) ;
In  := L e n g t h ( n s l i s t ) ; 
d i r e c t p r o d u c t := f a l s e ;
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f o r  i  i n  [ l . . l n - l ]  do
f o r  j  i n  [ i + l . . l n ]  do 
h i : = n s l i s t  [ i ] ; 
h 2 : = n s l i s t  [ j ] ;
i f  I s I n t e r n a l D i r e c t P r o d u c t ( n , h i , h 2 ) = t r n e  t h e n  
d i r e c t p r o d u c t  := t r u e ;
P r i n t ( " \ n N  i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  of  t h e  " ) ;
P r i n t ( i , " .  and " , j , " . \ n s u b g r o u p s  i n  t h e  l i s t  " ) ;
P r i n t ( " o f  o r d e r s  " , s l [ i ] , "  and " , s i [ j ] , " \ n " ) ;
P r i n t ( n s l i s t  [ i ] , " \ n " , n s l i s t [ j ] , " \ n \ n " ) ; 
f i ;
od;
od;
i f  n o t  d i r e c t p r o d u c t  t h e n
P r i n t ( " \ n N  i s  n o t  a d i r e c t  p r o d u c t . \ n \ n " ) ;
f i ;
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Output:
m=3,k=2
s i g m a = ( l , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 )
F i n d in g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s . . . .
Done.
M=Normalizer  of  <sigma> :
Group( ( 2 ,3 ) ( 5 ,6 ) ,  ( 1 ,2 ,3 ) ,  ( 1 ,4 ) ( 2 ,5 ) ( 3 ,6 )  )
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S iz e  of  N:36
S iz e  l i s t  of  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  i s :
[ 3 ,  3,  6 , 6 , 9,  18, 18, 18 ]
N i s  d i r e c t  p r o d u c t  of  t h e  3. and 4.  
subgroups  i n  t h e  l i s t  o f  o r d e r s  6 and 6 
SubgroupC N, [ ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) ,  ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 6 ) ( 3 , 5 )  ] )
Subgroup( N, C ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ( 4 , 6 , 5 ) ,  ( 1 , 4 ) ( 2 , 5 ) ( 3 , 6 )  ] )
O u tp u t:  (when m=6 , k=3) 
m=6,k=3
sigma=( 1, 2,  3,  4 ,  5,  6 ) (  7,  8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ) ( 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 )
F in d i n g  a l l  normal s u b g r o u p s . . . .
Done.
N=Mormalizer of  <sigma> :
Group( ( 2,  6 ) (  3,  5 ) (  8 , 1 2 ) (  9 ,1 1 ) ( 1 4 ,1 8 ) (1 5 ,1 7 ) ,
( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6) ,  ( 1, 7 ) (  2, 13) ( 3,  9) ( 4,10) ( 5,11) ( 6 ,1 2 ) ,
( 1, 7 ,1 3 ) (  2, 8 ,1 4 ) (  3, 9 ,1 5 ) (  4 ,1 0 ,1 6 ) (  5 ,1 1 ,1 7 ) (  6 ,12 ,18)  )
S iz e  o f  N:2592
S iz e  l i s t  of  p r o p e r  normal subgroups  i s :
C 2,  3 ,  4 ,  6 , 8 , 9,  12, 18, 24,  27, 36,  54,  54, 54,  72,  108,
108, 108, 216,  216, 216,  216, 216,  216,  324, 432, 432,  648,
648,  648,  648,  648, 648,  648,  1296,  1296, 1296, 1296,  1296,
1296,  1296 ]
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M i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  of  t h e  1. and 35.  
subgroups  i n  t h e  l i s t  o f  o r d e r s  2 and 1296 
SubgroupC N,
C ( 1, 4 ) (  2,  5 ) (  3 ,  6 ) (  7 , 1 0 ) (  8 , 1 1 ) (  9 , 1 2 ) ( 1 3 , 1 6 ) ( 1 4 , 1 7 )
(15 ,1 8 )  ] )
SubgroupC N, [ ( 1 , 5 ,  3 ) (  2, 6 , 4 ) (  7 , 1 1 ,  9 ) (  8 , 1 2 , 10)
( 1 3 , 1 7 , 1 5 ) ( 1 4 , 1 8 , 1 6 ) ,
( 1, 7 , 1 8 ,  5 , 1 1 , 1 6 ,  3 ,  9 , 1 4 ) (  2,  8 , 1 3 ,  6 , 1 2 ,1 7 ,  4 , 1 0 , 1 5 ) ,
( 1 ,1 6 ,  8 , 5 , 1 4 , 1 2 ,  3 , 1 8 , 1 0 ) (  2 ,1 7 ,  9,  6 ,1 5 ,  7,  4 , 1 3 , 1 1 ) ,
( 1, 2, 3 ,  4 ,  5, 6 ) (  7 , 1 6 , 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 1 , 1 4 , 1 0 , 1 3 ,  9 ,1 8 ,  8 , 1 7 ) ,
( 1, 4 ) (  2,  3 ) (  5,  6 ) (  7 , 1 4 , 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 1 , 1 6 , 1 0 , 1 7 ,  9 , 1 8 ,  8 ,1 3 )  ] )
N i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  of  t h e  1. and 37. 
subgroups  i n  t h e  l i s t  of  o r d e r s  2 and 1296 
SubgroupC M,
[ ( 1, 4 ) (  2, 5 ) (  3 ,  6 ) (  7 ,1 0 ) (  8 ,1 1 ) (  9 ,1 2 ) (1 3 ,1 6 ) (1 4 ,1 7 )
(15 ,18 )  ] )
SubgroupC N, [ ( 1, 5,  3 ) (  2,  6 , 4 ) (  7 , 1 1 ,  9 ) (  8 , 1 2 ,1 0 )
(1 3 ,1 7 ,1 5 ) (1 4 ,1 8 ,1 6 ) ,
( 1, 7 , 1 8 ,  5 ,1 1 ,1 6 ,  3,  9 , 1 4 ) (  2,  8 , 1 3 ,  6 , 1 2 , 1 7 ,  4 , 1 0 , 1 5 ) ,
( 1 , 1 6 ,  8 , 5 , 1 4 , 1 2 ,  3 , 1 8 , 1 0 ) (  2 ,1 7 ,  9,  6 ,1 5 ,  7,  4 ,1 3 ,1 1 ) ,
( 1, 5 ,  3 ) (  2,  6 , 4 ) (  7 ,1 6 ,1 2 ,1 5 ,1 1 ,1 4 ,1 0 ,1 3 ,  9 ,18 ,  8 ,1 7 ) ,
( 1, 4 ) (  2, 3 ) (  5,  6 ) (  7 ,1 4 ,1 2 ,1 5 ,1 1 ,1 6 ,1 0 ,1 7 ,  9 ,18 ,  8 ,1 3 )  ] )
M i s  d i r e c t  p ro d u c t  o f  t h e  1. and 39.  
subgroups  i n  t h e  l i s t  o f  o r d e r s  2 and 1296 
SubgroupC M,
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[ ( 1, 4 ) (  2,  5 ) (  3 ,  6 ) (  7 , 1 0 ) (  8 ,1 1 ) (  9,12) (13,16) (14,17)
(15 ,1 8 )  ] )
SubgroupC M, [ ( 1, 5, 3 ) (  2 , 6 , 4 ) (  7 , 1 1 ,  9 ) (  8 ,12 ,10)
(1 3 ,1 7 ,1 5 ) (1 4 ,1 8 ,1 6 ) ,
( 1, 7 , 1 8 ,  5 ,1 1 ,1 6 ,  3,  9 , 1 4 ) (  2,  8 , 1 3 ,  6 ,12 ,17 ,  4 ,1 0 ,1 5 ) ,
( 1 ,16 ,  8 , 5 , 1 4 , 1 2 ,  3 , 1 8 , 1 0 ) ( 2 , 1 7 ,  9,  6,15,  7,  4 ,1 3 ,1 1 ) ,
( 1, 2 ,  3,  4 ,  5,  6 ) (  7 ,1 6 ,1 2 ,1 5 ,1 1 ,1 4 ,1 0 ,1 3 ,  9 , 1 8 ,  8 , 1 7 ) ,
( 2,  6 ) (  3,  5 ) (  7 , 1 4 , 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 1 , 1 6 , 1 0 , 1 7 ,  9,18 ,  8 ,1 3 )  ] )
N is  d i r e c t  p roduct of th e  1. and 40. 
subgroups in  th e  l i s t  of o rd e rs  2 and 1296 
SubgroupC N,
[ ( 1, 4 ) (  2 , 5 ) (  3 , 6 )(  7 ,1 0 ) (  8 ,1 1 )(  9 ,1 2 )(1 3 ,1 6 )(1 4 ,1 7 )
(15 ,18) ] )
SubgroupC M, [ ( 1, 5 , 3 ) (  2, 6 , 4 ) (  7 ,1 1 , 9 ) (  8 ,1 2 ,1 0 )
(1 3 ,1 7 ,1 5 )(1 4 ,1 8 ,1 6 ) ,
( 1, 7 ,1 8 , 5 ,1 1 ,1 6 , 3 , 9 ,1 4 )(  2 , 8 ,1 3 , 6 ,1 2 ,1 7 , 4 ,1 0 ,1 5 ) ,
( 1 ,1 6 , 8 , 5 ,1 4 ,1 2 , 3 ,1 8 ,1 0 ) (  2 ,1 7 , 9, 6 ,1 5 , 7 , 4 ,1 3 ,1 1 ) ,
( 1, 5, 3 ) (  2 , 6, 4 ) (  7 ,1 6 ,1 2 ,1 5 ,1 1 ,1 4 ,1 0 ,1 3 , 9 ,1 8 , 8 ,1 7 ) ,  
( 2 , 6 )(  3 , 5 )(  7 ,1 4 ,1 2 ,1 5 ,1 1 ,1 6 ,1 0 ,1 7 , 9 ,1 8 , 8 ,13 ) ] )
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